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Iguaei: Bvil spirit in the second layer of heaven. Men- 
tioned in aósogredf-documents, section D III i. 

Iguanuptigiei: Woman. Guard for the water vessel in the
underworld. Mentioned in Tiegun, section B III 2.

Iguaoginyapiler1' [Mas -]: Venus, see Pugsu. Brother of 
Ibelele. Venus also — Iguaoginyalilel.

Iguapaniekinyaeieee: Colloquially tapgala, Spanish garza 
(heron). His wife, Inaopindilisop. Mentioned in Nele 
Sibu, section B III 3.

Inanupdikiee: Rain goddess in Tiegun, section B III 2. 
Inue: Son of Piler. Mentioned in Organ, section B III 1,

as father of Oloopanilel.
Kaeib (Dada A nele who is spoken of as an albino, 

section B II.
Kana: Son of Piler. Mentioned in Organ, section B III 1, 

as father of Oloopanilel.
Kapsus: Bxpert on eclipses of the sun. Power which puts 

us to sleep.
Karban (Dada -): Mentioned in the Ibeorgun document, 

section B II.
Kigipe: Chief in the underworld. Mentioned in Tiegun, sec

tion B III 2.
Kikadir: Follower of Ibeorgun, section B II.
Kuchuka: Son of Piler.
Kubieer: One of the néles after Ibeorgun.
Kueduee: Bvil spirit in the second layer of heaven. Men

tioned in the a&sogredz-documents, section D III 1.
Kungieee = Ibeorgun.
Machi Oeoteuiginya: Demon who lives in the path of the 

winds in the fourth layer of heaven. Mentioned in 
absogedi, section D III 1.

Machi Saguipipieer: Carne after Ibelele s death.
Maninupdikiei: Guard for the water vessel in the under- 

• world. Woman. Mentioned in Tiegun, section B III 2.
Manipaniekinyaeieee: A heron with a yellow bilí. Collo

quially tapgala nugar kordikit. His wife is called
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Maniopindilisop. Mentioned in Nele Sibu, section
B III 3.

Masar Akban: Bnemy of Ibelele.
Masartummi: One of ibelelegana, the neles who carne after 

Ibeorgun.
Masinatopakieee: Called also Uluplel and Inatolel. Called 

colloquially ari = iguana.
Masoeoeeipeek: The smallest ant-bear. In everyday speech 

ukuturba. 1 Brother of Oloofianilel. Mentioned in Or
gan, section B III 1.

Masokoesapariibeeek: In ordinary speech kuini, squirrel. 
Mentioned in Organ, section B III 1.

Masoeoinipipieee: Bittle gray squirrel. In everyday speech 
nikkirgua. Mentioned in Organ, section B III 1, also 
as the one who felled the world tree by gnawing off 
the tufts of cloud which were holding the tree. Sec
tion B I, the chronicle.

Masoeokispakuaeee: In ordinary speech ari = iguana. Wife 
Ptmauaga Olopipindili. Mentioned in Organ, section
B III 1.

Masoeokuirgikaeieee: In ordinary speech usu = Dasy- 
procta aguti. Chief in the underworld. Mentioned in 
Tiegun, section B III 2. Named in the songs tule- 
gala y ay adule. Wife Olouiknidilisop.

Masoeokupyakieee: Domestic poultry. In ordinary speech 
kanir. Mentioned in Organ, section B III 1.

Masoeomurkipipieee: The chief of the peccaries. In collo- 
quial speech uedar. In the songs he is called murki- 
dule for his grunting. His wife Punauaga Olomurki- 
dili. Mentioned in Organ, section B III 1.

Masoeopeakkieee: In common speech koe, deer. His wife 
Punauaga Olotendindili. Mentioned in Organ, section. 
B III 1.

Masoeoseikaeieee: In ordinary speech nasa — Spaenish 
ciervo. In the songs it is called uasebana. Mentioned 
in Organ, section B III 1.

•; /
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Masoloturkunalilel: In ordinary speech sule — Spanish 
conejo 'pintado. His wife is Puanuaga Olouadili. Men- 
tioned in Organ, section B III i.

NatulilEr: A néle who carne after the death of Ibeorgun. 
Nele iuigua neleGuagan: Blephant-like demons living in 

the underworld. Are mentioned in absogedi, section
D III i.

NeeE Sibu: One of the ibelelegana, who carne after Ibeor- 
gun. Section B III 3.

Nele Tipieee: = Ibeeeee.
Nele Uituili: He carne after Ibeorgun's death.
Nuskesu: = Jesús?
Obantur: Chief of the dogs, achu, in the underworld. Is 

mentioned in Tiegun. Section B III 2.
Oloalikinyalilel: Chief at the time of Ibelele. In ordinary 

speech moli, = the tapir. In the songs he is called 
egir ¡makadule from egir, to stamp, and makadule, man. 
His wife is Punauaga Oloekirmaidili. Mentioned in 
Organ, section B III 1.

Oloanili: A sister to Ibelele. This was her ñame when mar- 
riageable. As a girl she was called Olopunasop.

Oloegekinyaligua: Guard of the coffee river in the realm 
of the dead.

Oloes akuingapipilEr: Rain god in the realm of the dead. 
OloetinyapipilEl: In colloquial speech pero = sloth (Spanish 

perico ligero}. A brother of Oloopanilel. His wife is 
Punauaga Olotakinyali. Mentioned in Organ, section
B III 1.

Oloibakilel: The chief for Kálu Ibakki that is located in 
the east in the second(?) layer of the underworld. 
Mentioned in Tiegun, section B III 2.

Oloikanipipilel: Is also written as Oloikanilel. Fights 
against Ibelele. His wife, Punauaga Olopunalisop, causes 
earthquakes. L,ives in the eighth layer of the under
world.



Opoinparireee: Chief of fishes in the underworld. Men- 
tioned in the aó-so^dí-documents, section D III i.

Oeokaipipieer: Foliower of Ibelele.
OpokanakungirepE: One of the ibelelegana who carne after 

Ibeorgun.
Oeokanigidieisop: Woman who guards a tree in the under

world.
Orokerkikarieee: In ordinary speech aspan. Is mentioned 

in Organ, section B III i. Under the ñame of Olo- 
kerkekkalilel there is mentioned in Tiegun, section 
B III 2, a chief in the underworld.

Opokuadile: Guards one of the water containers in the 
underworld. Husband to one of the female guards.

Oeokunaeireg: Grandson to Piler.
Oeokunguaeieee: An ape with black skin. In ordinary 

speech ulul. Is mentioned in the story about the 
creation of the turtles, section C IV appendix, as 
having been born of the original mother. In Organ, 
section B III i, he is said to be a brother of Olo- 
panilel.

Orokunnikkaliixl: Chief in the underworld. In ordinary . 
speech sigli, — wild turkey (Spanish pavo del monté). 
Mentioned in Tiegun, section B III 2. Cf. Oeonuk- 
NIKARIREE.

Oeokupieeee: God.
Oponeyeopanieer: In the realm of the dead he gives orders 

as to when it shall rain.
Oeonitaeipipirele: = Olotualigipiler. In the »Moon Ship» 

father of Púgsu (Venus), brother of Ibelele. In a 
Cuna story that explains why the moon has black 
spots in his face Olonitalipipilele is identified with 
the moon. See W a s s é n in »Journal des America- 
nistes», Vol. XXVI, Paris 1934, pp. 5—7, and »Bthno- 
logical Studies» 4, Góteborg 1937, pp. 16—23.

Oronitueieer: One of the neles who carne after Ibeorgun s 
death.

328
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Oeonuknikaeieee: One of Ibelele’s enemies = sigli = Spa- 
nish pavo del monte, wild turkey.

Oeonunikaeee: Porcupine, in ordinary speech akuanuku. 
Brother of Oloopanilel. Mentioned in Organ, section 
B III i.

Oeonunipieee: In ordinary speech uigip = the middle-sized 
ant-bear. Brother of Oloopanilel, according to Organ, 
section B III i.

Oeonuptigiee (= Nana -): A woman who guards one of 
the water containers in the underworld. Is mentioned 
in Tiegun, section B III 2.

Oeoopanieee: Ant-bear, in ordinary speech ibkuk. Chief in 
the realm of the dead. In Organ, section B III 1, the 
brothers of Oloopanilel are mentioned. They are: M as
oló eliplel {ukuturpa) — the smallest of the ant-bears; 
Oloetinyapipilel {pero') = the sloth; Dada Kalibe 
{uiop) = bear; Olonunipilel {uigip) — the middle-sized 
ant-bear; Olonunikalel {akuanuku) — porcupine; Olo- 
kunkualilel {ulul) = a black monkey; Oloturkurkuna 
{urna) = a red ape; Olokerkikalilel {aspan) = ?, Oloti- 
kinyalel {titi) = a little ape. The wife of O. is called 
Oloakindili. In Organ, Oloopanilel is also mentioned 
as Masalaipan and is said to be a son of Kana. Inue 
is said to be the únele of Oloopanilel and the same 
applies to Olokunalilel. Oloopanilel is also mentioned 
in Nele Pailibe, section B III 4.

Oeopaikkaeieee: Chief of the white apes. Mentioned in 
Tiegun, section B III 2.

OeopenkekeeEE : Lives in the realm of the dead. Tooks 
after all trees on the earth.

Oeopieivieeee: He is mentioned i Nele de Kantule’s 
story about the creation and has the sons Kana, Inue 
and Mago.

Oeopunasop: A sister to Ibelele. This was her ñame when 
she was a girl. Her ñame after she became marriage- 
able was Oloanili. Cf. Punauaga Olopunalisop.
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Oeopurguakuayai: Rain goddess. Guards water containers 
in the realm of the dead. Mentioned in Tiegun, sec- 
tion B III 2.

OeosEGenyaeieee: Chief of the was#-deers. Mentioned in 
Tiegun, section B III 2.

OeosiksikkaeieEe: Chief in the first layer of heaven. 
Oeosuakinyaeieee: A monkey, in ordinary speech called

sulu. Chief in the realm of the dead. Mentioned in 
Tiegun, section B III 2.

OeosuurtunieEe: = Ibelele. In Organ, section B III 1. 
Oeotagiki: In the realm of the dead. Gives the body its

functions, the breathing, the hearing and so forth. 
The same applies to Oeotagisop.

Oeotigeginye: One of Ibeorguris followers.
Oeotinkinyaeieee: A little ape, in ordinary speech called 

titi. A brother of Oloo-panilel. Mentioned in Organ, 
section B III 1.

Oeotieieisobe The original mother. See section C II. 
Oeoturkurkunaeieee: A red-skinned ape. In ordinary

speech it is called urna (see the story about the crea- 
tion of the turtles, section C IV appendix). In Organ, 
section B III 1, this animal is said to be a brother 
of Oloopanilel.

Oeouaipipieeee: = Ibeeeee.
Oeouaea: = Ibeeeee.
OEOUEEiPEEE: In colloquial speech yanu, peccary. He was a 

chief at the time of Ibelele. In Tiegun, section B 
III 2, O. is said to be chief of yanu. His wife Pu- 
nauaga Olouekyakyali.

Oeouiuidor: A follower of Ibeorgun.
OeoyakunaeeEE: Chief in the underworld as mentioned in 

Tiegun, section B III 2.
OeoyeginyaeieEE: Chief in the underworld. See Tiegun, 

section B III 2.
OeouigipipieEEE: The owner of the water container in the 

underworld. God communicates the fact to this chief
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when there are going to be eclipses of the sun, earth- 
quakes, storms and floods. High Chief in the under- 
world. Mentioned in Tiegun, section B III 2.

Ouoyakkuprex: Chief of the winds. See Tiegun, section 
B III 2.

Orkunauueg: Son of Kana. One of Ibelele’s assistants. 
Changed his ñame to Kammib. He calis the winds. 
Is mentioned in Organ, section B III 1.

Orton: Chief of the mosquitoes, kui, in the underworld. 
See Tiegun, section B III 2.

Palipil: One of the ibelelegana who carne after Ibeorgun. 
Paliuidur: Pollower of Ibeorgun.
Payribe: One of Cunas’ great wise men. One of the ibele

legana.
Pirrr: = Olopilivilele. His sons are Kana, Inue and Ku- 

chuka.
Pugsu: Venus. P. was left-lianded. Those who are left- 

handed are the best harpooners. Por this reason 
Ibelele often called upon Pugsu (there is a story 011 
this motif). Beft-handed persons can be surnamed 
pugsu. The form pzigaso is also used. In Tiegun, sec
tion B III 2, one Pugsu Kalu, is mentioned.

PuGur: Grandson of Piler.
Punauaga Ouoeaydiui: Woman who guards a river in the 

realm of the dead.
Punauaga Oloibiyauisop: Woman who guards a tree in 

the realm of the dead.
Punauaga Ouokukurdilisop: In ordinary speech achamom- 

mor, a great blue butterfly. Is mentioned in the 
legend of the felling of the mythical world tree (see 
p. 161). One Olokukurdir is mentioned in Tiegun, 
section B III 2, as chief of the underworld.

Punauaga Ouonakediryay: Woman, one of the ibelelegana, 
who carne after Ibeorgun.

Punauaga Ouoniskidiuisop: Woman who guards the Cacao 
River in the realm of the dead.
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Punauaga Oeopunaeisop: First, wife to Oloikanilel, then to 
Ibelele.

Punauaga Punyaysop: Woman who makes arrows. One of 
Ibelele s assistants.

Purgaeieer: One of Ibelele s men.
Purua igaua: The way of the wind in the fourth layer of 

heaven. The absogedi in their songs cali it gilu-gilaba- 
sayla.

SunibeelE: Star or a planet. Is mentioned in the »Moon 
Ship». Brother of Udule, Pugsu etc.

Tiegun: One of the great neles who carne after Ibeorgun. 
Section B III 2.

Tisnon: Chief of the vampires, usil, in the underworld. See 
Tiegun, section B III 2.

TolanerGua: One of Ibelele’s enemies.
Tunakupua: One of Ibelele’s men.
Tummorkua (Dada Has also the ñame of Yaikunafialel. 

In ordinary speech yarmorro = Spanish »tortuga del 
monte». His wife is Punauaga Oloikilisofi. Mentioned 
in Organ, section B III 1.

Tusi: Evil spirit in the third layer of heaven. The absogedi 
cali him in their songs kilu egobakilu.

Uagieee: One of the ibelelegana, who carne after Ibeorgun. 
Uagun: A nele after Ibeorgun.
Uakuatumagimakegua: Enemy of Ibelele.
Uanapiskua: Enemy of Ibelele.
Udur: The planet Mars? Is mentioned in the »Moon Ship» 

as Udule.
Uigar (Uigaee): One of Olouaifiipilele’s (= Ibelele’s) men. 
Ukunaibe: Rattlesnake. Chief in the underworld. Is men

tioned in Tiegun, section B III 2.



P a r t C.

Cuna Indian Ideology.
In this section there are published those parts of the Cuna manu- 

script which at the time of E r 1 a n d Nordenskióld’s 
death were to a great degree completed in Swedish or partly translat- 
ed into English. Nordenskióld had put into shape a number 
of his studies so that Mr. Pérez could have an opportunity 
to criticize and annotate them. After the Indian’s return lióme 
and gradually as Nordenskióld’s work with the manuscript 
progressed, he however constantly made additions to these parts, all 
of which additions are worked in here.

Part of the material Nordenskióld had time to publish. 
This is especially the case with the paper published here as number 
I on the Cuna concepts: Dpürba, riiga and Jcürgin». This was pub
lished in French (1932 c). In the English versión given here a great 
many of the additions made by Nordenskióld after the 
printing of the French study have, however, been worked in.

Further special information in connection with the different 
sections in this part precedes eacli chapter. The chapters published 
here are:

I. About Pürba, Niga and Kwrgin.
II. Birth and the Corning into Existence of a Human Being.

III. Word Taboos and Figures of Speech.
IV. Relations between Human Beings and Animáis.

V. Incantations for Thunder, Rain, Storms and so forth.
VI. Sympathetic Magic.

VII. Snakes and Snake Bites, with appendix: Snake Medicine Song.
VIII. Decoration. Body and Face Painting. With addition:

»Dark Indians and White Indians».
IX. Picture-writings.
X. Are »N úchus» Representations of Saints?

XI. Conceptions Relating to Dreams.
XII. The Concept of God.

XIII. The Realm of the Dead, and Ideas of life after Death, with 
the i>Nalub nacruz igala » song in the original.

ED. ,
/
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I. About Purba, Niga and Kurgin.
Pürba is the only word which the Cuna Indians who know 

some foreign language, transíate as soul. Thus historians 
who record the history of religión would likely also transíate 
pürba but I still prefer not to transíate it at all. It means 
so much.

A person’s pürba or the sum of his pürbas is, in a way, 
his invisible, or more correctly, non-material, donble. In a 
certain aboriginal song which is sung at the death of a Cuna 
Indian, and of which I have a drawing made by Rubén 
Pérez Kan tule from what his fellow countryman 
Iguatinigiñe had told him, it says, in part: »the 
pürbagana1 leave the body together, the hair’s pürbagana 
leave the hair, the fingers’ pürbagana leave them, the heart’s 
pürbagana leave it», etc. It is further said that the pürba 
stands weeping at the end of the hammock and bewails the 
fact that it must leave its wife, its house, its hunting, etc. 
After this the dead person in the song is not called pürba any 
longer, but nágibe. It is evident that every part of the hu
man body has several pürbas, which together form a whole 
invisible replica of the body.

In this song as well as in several other of the writings, in 
part very poetic, there is the story about the souls’ wandering 
to and through the kingdom of the dead where the pürba is 
exposed to all kinds of dangers and remarkable fatesi. The 
pürba lives happily through the dangers in the other world in 
the same way as in this, though under much better and 
happier circumstances. Only one pürba is spoken about here.

When a person is taken with a severe illness, then his pürba 
has been carried off by an evil spirit. It may have been tak
en to the abode of the evil spirits in the nether world. Ñor 
in this case is a plurality of pürbas referred to, but only one 
pürba. To illustrate this, I will here cite what Pérez has 
related to me about a couple of cases of illness of this kind.

1 Plural form. For sake of simplicity written hereafter pürbas in the 
plural. The same applies to núchus, used instead of núchugana-
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. Once when a Cuna woman happened to be at the mouth 
of Rio Narganá, she got frightened by something, and when 
she returned home she had high fever. Her people then 
looked up somebody who knew how to send out the protect- 
ive spirits, the núchus. But unfortunately he was wrong 
in his supposition as to the whereabouts of the pürba and sent 
the núchus to seek it on the island of Narganá itself. When 
it was seen that the woman was getting no better, one of her 
nearest relatives set out to consult Nele of Ustúpu, 
who has an exceedingly high reputation for being able to dis- 
cover the causes of illnesses. Nele declared that the pürba
of the woman had been carried off when she was at the•
mouth of the Narganá river, and that the evil spirits had al- 
ready taken her pürba to the second layer of the nether world 
and that she was now past saving. The cause of the woman’s 
illness thus having been revealed too late, there was nothing 
left for her but to die.

As for himself, Pérez has been more fortúnate in a sim
ilar case. He was out in the forest and experienced a 
fright. Having returned to his hut he felt fever coming on, 
and the next day he was rather ill. Pérez did not know 
what kind of illness he was suffering from, and his people 
asked him to give an account of the dreams he had had dur- 
ing the night. He then told tliem that he had dreamt that 
he had revisited the place in the forest where he had been the 
day before. His people then expressed the opinión that his 
pürba had been ravished by some evil spirit. The fever in- 
creased, and each time he dropped off to sleep he dreamt of 
the same spot in the forest. His people then called in a per- 
son who, by means of the Spanish pepper chant, (káburr tu- 
let), knew how to dispatch the protective spirits on their 
quest to rescue the ravished pürba. This man sat himself 
down by Pérez’ hammock and commenced his singing. 
While he was singing, Pérez went to sleep. While sleep- 
ing he saw people arriving at the spot in the forest where 
he had been. Those were núchus. They said to him:
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»Let us go home», and he walked home in the midst of them 
protected from the evil spirits. When Pérez reached 
home he awoke, and at the same moment the chant had 
come to an end. That very day he recovered completely 
from his illness.

Dreams play a tremendously big role with the Cuna Indi- 
ans when it comes to finding out the reasons for illnesses and 
such things. Let us suppose that a person has become ill, 
and dreams about a place where he has been shortly before. 
The reason for this is that his púrba has been abducted at 
just this place and is still there. Certain dreams are very ser- 
ious symptoms of illness. A girl in Narganá dreamed a 
great deal about dead people. Pérez brought to Nele 
a protecting spirit, núchu, which the girl held for some mi
nutes in her hands. Nele explained that it was evil spir
its and not deceased people which the girl saw and he said 
that she should bathe in certain medicines or else she would 
become insane.

As to the protecting spiiits, núchu, I shall speak of them 
further on (pp. 344—350 and pp. 423—426).

The girl referred to above died because her purba had been 
ravished and was not brought back to her body in time. In 
this case only one purba is mentioned and nothing is said 
about how the ravished purba can contrive to return to its 
body. Very shortly after the death of a person his soul be- 
gins its pilgrimage towards and through heaven. Pérez’ 
explanation that man possesses two púrbas, one that may be 
ravished and another that proceeds to another world should 
be accepted with caution and looked upon as an easy corol- 
lary to my question. In the ancient songs are mentioned 
only the multiplicity of púrbas of the various parts of the 
human body which together form one purba. According to 
Pérez the Indians say in the case of a less virile attack of 
fever that it is not the good soul, purba nuédi, which has been 
abducted, but a less important purba. This also shows that 
the Indians imagine that man has several púrbas.
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Not all illnesses are caused by the pürba having been 
ravished. Diarrhoea for instance, is not explained in that 
way, henee it is not possible to cure that illness by chanting, 
but only with medicine. Illnesses of this kind too are caused 
by evil spirits but these have neither carried off the pürba 
of the sufferer ñor in any other way taken possession of him. 
Ñor is malaria caused by the abduction of a pürba. It is only 
Nele who can say whether an illness is caused by a pür
ba'’s having been abducted. He does this with the assistance 
of his helping spirits, núchus.

That a pürba can leave a body while a person is alive ap- 
pears from the fact that it can be abducted. It is said of 
Nele that his pürba can voluntarily leave his body. The pür- 
bas of ordinary Indians can not do this. When a person in 
his dreams meets someone who has departed this life it is 
not the pürba of this departed man which one sees but an 
evil spirit which has taken the shape of the dead person. 
When someone related to the Seer Nele that he had been 
with God, who was dressed in a costume of gold and had a 
hat of gold, Nele explained that this was not true. What 
he had seen was an evil spirit which had come to him.

A number of Cuna Indians still believe that their pürba 
during sleep or unconsciousness can leave their body. Thus 
it is very usual that the Indians tell about different kinds of 
experiences which they have had when their pürbas have 
left the body during sleep. One Indian found out from such 
a dream that his daughter who died when she was little had 
five children in the next world. One man from Narganá vis- 
ited the distant village Arquia where the Indians have pre- 
served their oíd ideology better than those in Narganá have 
done. One day it happened that he fell down out of a tree 
and lay unconscious on the ground. No one of the Arquia 
Indians carne forward to help him but all went their own 
way. When he carne to, he asked why they had left him 
without help, and they said that it was so as not to frighten

22
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away his pürba, in which case there would be a risk that the 
pürba would not take possession of the body again.

If a person is a magician, tulekunédi, he can in dreams in
jure another person. One time a very sick man carne to 
N ele. He had been bewitched by a magician in Cartí. 
He vomited blood and N ele said that he was unable to 
save him because it was too late. Some time after this 
Nele dreamed that this magician carne to murder him with 
a knife, but the protecting spirits, núchus, carne between 
and defended him. N ele said that without these spirits 
the magician would have put an end to him. He did not 
explain whether it was the magician’s pürba which carne to 
murder him.

In the Cuna village Ailigandi there is a person who was 
born to be a nele but who had not bathed in medicine and 
who therefore did not become a real Seer. It was the wom- 
en who had seen him being born who knew that he was a 
nele. Several people dreamed that this nele carne to murder 
them or they dreamed that he invited them to have a drink 
and after they had drunk they became ill. Therefore they 
understood that he was a magician. He himself was not 
aware of his misfortune. In spite of the opposition of the 
older people he was clubbed to death by the younger men.

If a person dreams that he is being murdered and he is not 
able to defend himself he dies without waking. How one 
can know that this happens Pérez has not explained. 
Sometimes the magician can fail to succeed. One time 
Nele said to Pérez that while he slept someone had 
given him dangerous medicine but it had had no effect. The 
Cunas do not fear a dead magician’s pürba. It is while he is 
alive that he is dangerous and, as has been said before, he 
has this quality without knowing about it himself.

It is not dangerous to dream that one is committing a mur
der oneself. This merely means that one is going to shoot a 
large animal.

If anyone places in a dead person’s hand an egg, eye-lashes,
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and strands of hair from his head, this person, according to 
what most Cunas believe, will in some months meet the 
pürba of the dead person in a dream. Néle appears how- 
ever to douBt that it is the departed one whom one meets. 
According to his ideas it is an evil spirit who has taken the 
shape of the departed one. In other cases as well, Nele 
seems to be a little skepticah The female néle in Ustúpu,
N el eg ü a, said that she had gone in a dream to a place 
where she had seen all kinds of large animáis and great build- 
ings. Néle said that what the oíd woman told was purely 
and simply a lie. ,

The main interpreter of dreams in Ustúpu is, however,
Néle. It is to him that the Indians go in order to find 
.out if their dreams mean illness, accident, good fortune, or 
just nothing. He therefore has a great influence on the con- 
cepts of the other Indians and thus there are now certain 
contradictions in the ideas about the spirits in Ustúpu, the 
village where Néle lives, and in the other villages.

When the human pürba wanders through the kingdom of 
the dead it is exposed to all kinds of dangers as a punish- 
ment for the evil which it has done on the earth. It is said, 
for instance, that the pürba is devoured by wild animáis. It >
is, however, a mistake to believe that the pürba is in this 
way annihilated. It goes on living. A person’s pürba can 
not cease to exist. The Iñdian is unable to imagine complete 
annihilation. Ñor can he imagine that life in the kingdom 
of the dead is very different from that here on earth. The 
dead people eat, drink, bear children, etc. When one speaks 
of them one does not cali them pürbagana, but generally, 
sérgan, the oíd. This applies whether one has died as a child 
or as an adult.

»We and the animáis are much the same», Pérez once 
told me. The Cunas do not feel that there is a great gulf 
between human beings and animáis, as the Christians do.
Animáis not only possess pürba, but their pürbas are like 
human ones. When, for example, a bird pürba is referred to
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it is called siguitule, i. e. bird person. No where is it said that 
an animal has changed into a human being.

When one speaks in songs and incantafions about the 
pürba of animáis they are often, but not always’ men. We 
shall see that the plant spirits, on the other hand, are as a 
rule women.

This line of thaught, that the animáis’ souls are human 
souls, does not exelude the conception that these animal 
souls can have the shape of animáis in the other world. All 
the tapirs, jaguars, peccaries, etc. which an Indian has killed 
will serve him in the next world. If a child dies he may ride 
to God on an animal which his father has killed.

The pürba of certain animáis may in various ways be of Ser
vice to mankind. A bird called tibo, which is found only in 
the Tacar cuna mountains, is used as medicine either by 
being eaten or by being burned to ashes. This is done with 
the object of learning songs from the soul of the tibo. The 
late chief Colman of Ailigandi ate eight of these birds. 
He was the possessor of the finest singing voice of his day. 
Occasionally the Cunas paint the tongue with the ashes of 
a bird called ileksikui. As this bird is very rare it brings a 
high price. Worthless substitutes for it may even be palmed 
off on the unwary. The Indians put down from this bird in 
their ears and then draw within earshot of conversation car
ried on in some foreign language, as, for instance, by English 
sailors, with the idea that it will help them learn that language. 
It is the pürba of the bird that is their teacher. Before anyone 
thus makes use of this bird, or other birds, the medicine man 
addresses a few words to the bird’s soul and explains why he 
has called upon it. He does this in a chant. If a number of 
similar medicines are to be used, the inatuledi speaks a few 
words to each pürba, using their individual ñames. Other 
instances of a similar kind are given in another connection. 
What I here wish to emphasize is that an animal’s pürba may 
be the teacher of a human being.

It can be dangerous to take medicines in this way in order
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to learn something in dreams if one does not know thoroughly 
the proper use of these medicines. There was an Indian, 
Nabigiña, who wanted to learn songs and for that purpose 
he got several kinds of birds which the Cuna Indians use for 
learning the medicine-songs and legends about the origin of 
animáis, mankind and plants. Among these was a bird Tñga 
which lives in the great virgin forests. .This bird screams 
over the head of a person, or near him, if he is in danger of 
poisonous snakes, jaguars, or other things. The birds are 
eaten by the one who wishes to learn something. Before an 
Indian who has gone in for this practice eats such a bird he 
pronounces a kind of incantation in which he explains to the 
pürba of the bird what it is he wants to learn. When Pérez 
wanted to improve his eloquence he ate such a bird, after 
Nele, had said some words to the bird’s pürba. Parrots 
which know some Spanish or Bnglish words are specially in 
demand. If one eats such a parrot one easily learns foreign 
languages in dreams. A parrot who knows many foreign 
words is worth as much as ten dollars.

To return to N a b i g i ñ a, he saw in a dream, women, 
that is to say the pürbas of birds, who carne to him. The 
women taught him songs and legends. After a month of 
taking medicines and dreaming, Nabigiña had acquired 
a great deal of knowledge and he was also able to find out, 
with the help of the above-mentioned women, when anyone 
stole from him or spoke ill of him. Nabigiña became 
quite changed and went around like a crazy person saying 
that he had a wife in another place. Nele now discovered 
through the protecting spirits, núchugana, the dangerous 
dreams which Nabigiña had, and he narrated them 
for all the people of the village, so that Nabigiña should 
be forced to bathe in suitable medicine to put an end to the 
dreaming and so that they should get to know in the village 
that dreams of this kind are very dangerous. The village 
rose against Nabigiña in order to frighten him and to 
make him tell his dreams, and this he did. He was forced to
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bathe in certain medicines in order to stop dreaming in this 
way, and N a b i g iñ a bathed and became well after a 
month.

Nabigiña had learned in dreams several songs about 
the pürba of birds, the bodies of which he had eaten. While 
he was asleep he had found out from the women mentioned 
that his brother apd sister-in-law had stolen corn from the 
corn box he had in the forest. He made an accusation 
against his brother, who confessed that he was guilty of 
the theft.

Nele has said that among the birds such as k'íga there 
are some which are dangerous to eat and it is these which 
cause the evil dreams.

A hunter of turtles, carey, carries in the prow of his canoe 
a gourd containing medicine. Pérez prepared medicine 
and took it to Nele who for the space of eight days sang 
about the manner of the turtles’ creation and the way to 
attract the turtles, exhorting the bird from which the medi
cine was prepared to assist the hunter, — that is to say, it 
was to the so.ul of that bird he was speaking. The medicine 
that Pérez used consisted of a bird burnt to ashes, four 
cocoa nibs, some leaves of tobáceo and of bisep, and flowers 
from the coco-palm tree. The turtle medicine must be 
carefully hidden away. If anyone else sees it, it will lose its 
virtue. And the same applies to other medicines that are 
used in hunting.

A song of the kind that is chanted when one uses medicine 
consisting of a bird burnt to ashes has been published by 
Densmore. It describes how the bird is burned and how 
the ashes, mixed with plant medicine, are put into a gourd 
and taken along in the canoe. When well away from the 
shore, the hunter addresses the bird’s soul as follows:1

»When we get out to the ocean
I will send you down under the water,

1 Densmore writes, »to the medicine in the gourd.»
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I will send you down to attract the turtle;
When you get to the bottom of the water
You must put on your pretty blue dress
So the turtle will come to you.
Change your dress many times,
If the turtle has on a yellow dress
You must put on a yellow dress,
If the turtle has on a white dress
You must put on a white dress,
If the turtle has on a blue dress
You must put on a blue dress,
You must do this to attract him.
When you get the turtle
Bring him up to the canoe and I will spear him.
Tell the turtle that the man who sent you is not going to 

kill him,
Tell the turtle I will only take off his shell and send him 

back where he carne from,
So you will catch many turtles for me,
And everyone will say you are a good bird.1

Quite as the animáis are attracted by the fragrance of 
bisep to come toward the hunter because they wish to love 
him, the bird’s purba in its most beautiful clothes attracts 
the turtles to a love-tryst which leads to the turtle’s taking 
off its shell.

The Cunas do not as a matter of fact kill the turtles which 
they catch, but instead take off the valuable shells and let 
the animáis go again, alive, into the sea. This is because 
it was not long ago that the turtles were people.

It is the fate of many animáis to serve human beings. 
Pérez has thus discovered a song about a shell woman 
in which she tells that God has created -her and her kind for 
food for human beings, who throw away the shell, which is 
taken possession of by the herrnit crab (see p. 650).'

1 Francés D en sm or e 1926, p. 28.
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Bven the plants have pürba and even they are people, as a 
rule women, inapündurgana. There is a song of the cocoa 
women in white clothes. When the medicine man, ínatuledi, 
goes to get a plant he speaks to the plant’s pürba. He gives 
it »advice » (explains the case to it) as the Indians express it. 
In order for the medicine or the medicine song to have any 
effect, one must know the origin of the plant, how it has 
been given birth by the first woman. When the medicine 
man goes for medicines in the forest or gives them to a sick 
person he may not sleep with a woman because then the 
plant spirits, who are women, will be jealous and will go 
away and the medicine will be worthless. There are medi
cine men who are dishonest and break this commandment. 
The same abstention should be observed by the one who is 
taking the medicine and by his nearest relatives. N ele’s 
daughter gave medicine to her child. The mother respected 
the commandment but the father had an affair with another 
woman and for this reason the medicine was ineffective.

Now it is true that plant medicine contains pürba. The 
active element in all medicine is its wnapürba». It however 
does not always have human form, but is imagined more 
as a power radiating from a spirit in the character of a wom
an who guards the medicine úna etarbe». How this works 
out Pérez can not explain.

There are helping spirits which also belong to the plant 
spirits. These good spirits help people in the fight against 
the evil ones, in other words, illnesses. The Cuna Indians 
cali them suar nüchugana or suar mimmigana In the 
songs they are called uabanélegana. Tike everything else 
here in the world they are the work of God. The Cuna 
Indians have an incantation in which it is told how the 
núchus were created by God, and about the núchus’ origin, 
Spürba éhuiluppu, but unfortunately Pérez is not 
familiar with this. When God created the world he 
made, among the plants, first palo balsa, ükuruala, 
which is sometimes also called dionüchuléle. The Cuna
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Indians carve from ükurüala, pariauala and other wood 
and sometimes from liana vines, figures which so far as P é- 
r e z is acquainted with them, are always in the form of 
human beings. The important thing about these figures 
is the kind of wood of which they are made and not the 
carving, in other words, the important thing is the spirits, 
the pürba, which are found in certain kinds of wood. The 
most important wooden figures are of ükurüala. If one has 
several figures carved, for example, out of ükurüala, they 
are all named according to the kind of wood; they have no 
individual ñames. Tt does not matter if the wooden figures 
are different but they must be of the same kind of wood. 
All these wooden figures represent European types, and to 
judge by the kind of clothes, are from the eighteenth and 
possibly from the seventeenth century, or at least have been 
copied from oíd pictures from that time. Pérez has 
never seen any wooden figure representing a Cuna man or 
woman with a ring in the nose.1 There are certain people 
who carve the wooden figures and naturally some of these 
have more artistic talents than others (see figs. 25—26).

It is Ibeorgun who has taught mankind how to use these 
wooden figures. And from God originates the song that is 
chanted when one wishes the tutelary spirits to take up 
their abode in the wooden figures.

The main business of these benevolent spirits is to combat 
the evil spirits. It is with their assistance that the medicine 
man brings back to the body the soul that has been carried 
off by the evil spirits. How this is done I shall here relate. 
The reciter of the incantation sits down by the sick person’s 
hammock, underneath which he places a box containing

1 Such figures do exist however. In fig. 20 (p. 278) there is one pic- 
tured, GM. 35.15.72, which I brought home in 1935. The figure, which 
wears a nose ring, is cut out of a hard, heavy, brown, kind of wood and is 
certainly very oíd. It belonged to Mrs. Dove E. Prather in Balboa 
who added it to my collections. She had received it from the Cunas many 
years before. ED.
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chief of the evil spirits replies: »My subordinates have not 
done this thing. How can you say anything like that to me? » 
»Because you have sent your subordinates to the place where 
our master is», the núchus retort.

Then the chief of the evil spirits says to them: »Will you 
please sit down on my chairs», and the núchus reply: »We 
are not accustomed to sitting on chairs. God has made us 
without anything to sit on». The reason is that the núchus 
do not wish to be seated because the chief of the evil spirits 
has chairs that are very dangerous.

»Let us play with our hats», the chief of the evil spirits 
then says, and hands his hat to one of the núchus, who in 
return hands his hat to the chief who puts it on his head. As 
it is very heavy he drops to the ground, telling the núchus 
that the hat is of great weight and that he has never known 
a hat like that.

The núchus again ask if the chief’s subjects are keeping 
captive the pürba of their master, and the chief replies that it is 
not there. When this is told to the núchus, they raise their 
hats and let out a noisome smoke in the chief’s dwelling, so 
that he goes frantic. He tells them that he will hand over 
to them the soul of their master if only they will not molest 
him with the smoke. And then the núchus look everywhere 
rummaging through the belongings of the chief, in the end 
finding the pürba hidden away in a part of the house, from 
which they take it out and, carrying it between them, return 
to the place where the pürba's body is.

When they arrive in front of the body, they say to the 
pürba-. »This body belongs to you, and you should return 
into it». When the pürba has re-entered, the performer 
of the incantation says to the núchus-, »You should keep 
careful watch and look out in all directions, for the evil 
spirits might return and pursue the man’s pürba». When 
the medicine man finds that the fever has left the patient, 
then he says to the núchus-. »Now you may withdraw».

In similar ways the Cuna Indians are constantly employ-
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ing núchus for delivering ravished púrbas from the power 
of the evil spirits.

Núchus are also used as messengers between sick people 
and the medicine men. As for example when a person 
at Caimanes, on the Bay of Urabá, fell ill, he took 
in his hands a wooden figure and held it in the smoke from 
a brazier, sianala, in which cocoa nibs were being burnt. 
Thereupon a friend or relation of his took the wooden figure 
to Ustúpu and handed it, together with some cocoa nibs, 
to N el e. The latter kept it by him in his house for some 
time, and in a dream its púrba told him what kind of disease 
the Indian away at Caimanes was suffering from. Nele 
did nothing more to the figure than keep it overnight in his 
house. After that he explained to the messenger what sort 
of disease the Caimanes man was suffering from. The mess
enger went back, taking with him the wooden figure which 
he returned to its owner. He told one of the medicine men 
at Caimanes what Nele had said about the complaint, 
and the latter then sought out the appropriate medicines 
that had been prescribed by N é l e. It is only neles who 
are able to determine, in this way, the nature of an illness, 
and this they can do even when they have never seen the 
patient. Other medicine men, such as inatuledis and abso
gedis, also send their wooden figures to Nele so as to 
learn the cause of illnesses.

Pérez formerly believed that Nele got instruction 
from the núchus as to what medicines to use for different 
illnesses, but Nele explained to him that those things he 
learned from the illness demons themselves, but on occasion 
the núchus would give him advice.

If anyone dreams a great deal about deceased persons, 
a special incantation, sergantake, is sung, and the núchus 
are despatched to heaven to see to it that the gates there 
are more securely shut so that the dead shall not be able 
to slip outside.

The use the absogedis make of the núchus ' is a very im-
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portant one. When a pestilence has broken out in a vil
lage, some fifty new figures carved from ükuruala are col- 
lected and set up in rows against the house walls, and then 
an absogedi chants a song telling how the núchus were creat- 
ed, followed by a song to exorcise the pestilence. He keeps 
this up for several days. When ten days have passed it is 
said that the spirits embodied in the wooden figures have 
departed for the mountains or the forests. Pérez has 
told me of one occasion when an absogedi, assisted by núchus, 
succeeded in dispelling an epidemic disease. This happened 
at a village near Puturgandi. The villagers had cut down 
some oíd palms, and from these had come the illness de- 
mons that had then struck down the majority of the people 
with fever.

When an absogedi is performing an incantation in a vil
lage it is necessary to maintain perfect silence lest the núchus 
get vexed for then the absogedi himself may be stricken 
down. N ele has declared that the office of an absogedi 
is a very dangerous one.

After an incantation to expelí an epidemic those who 
wish may get permission from an absogedi to scrape off a 
little of the hats of the wooden figures. These scrapings, 
which still contain some pürba, one places in ones bath 
water in order to become more intelligent. It is believed 
that the wooden figures contain ína pürba, medicine, as 
long as about six days. We thus see that after ten days 
the núchus’ pürba goes away but for several days a little 
pürba still remains which can be used as medicine. With 
the help of the núchus a person can learn a foreign language 
in dreams. The núchus can however be dangerous to use 
for such a purpose. When one makes use of a núchu in 
such a way one should first inform the núchu about what 
one wants to learn.

On rare occasions there is placed among the núchus some 
saint’s image, obtained by the Cuna Indians from the Negroes 
or the whites. But these are said to cause trouble as they make
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a dirty mess about them. There may be danger in treating 
a saintly image of this kind with irreverence. An Indian 
boy who was playing with one of these things, which was 
hollow, stuffed it full of dirt and rubbish, and in conse- 
quence became seriously ill.

The Cunas do not in any way consider the núchus in their 
possession as tutelary spirits of any sort. If a Cuna Indian 
is in danger he does not invoke the núchus for deliverance. 
They are of no assistance in any way whatever in hunting 
or fishing or agricultural pursuits. Nele employs núchus 
in recovering lost property, but Pérez does not know 
the particulars of how this is done.

The wooden figures are never placed in the grave along 
with the dead, neither are they set up over the graves. Those 
that I have acquired — some of which are here reproduced 
(figs. 25—26) — were probably all of them out of com- 
mission for some reason or other when sold to me. It is 
of importance to bear in mind that not every wooden fi
gure one sees among the Cunas contains a tutelary spirit. 
Some of them are simply toys.

In the cacao plant, as in Spanish pepper, potent spirits 
are also inherent, spirits which by those who know their 
origin and the incantations pertaining to them may be sent 
out to recover ravished pürbas. This does not apply to the 
rest of the medicinal plants. It would therefore not be 
safe to assert, off-hand, that all such plants contain spirits 
even though they be endowed with souls, or in other words 
possess pürbas.

When an inatuledi is collecting medicinal plants in the 
forest he talks to them as if they understood him, but he 
is not however absolutely certain that they really under- 
stand what he is saying. When God created the plants he 
gave instructions to them, and when the medicine man 
gathers the medicinal plants he must address them by the 
same words as God used in the beginning, or else the medi
cine will be of no use.
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When the Cunas wish to acquire the art of elóquence, or 
learn foreign languages, they burn certain birds to ashes, 
of which they daub a little upon the tongue. Or occasionally 
they simply eat those birds. They imagine that the bird’s 
soul will be helpful to them. When it is a question of learn
ing foreign languages, the teacher may appear to them in 
the shape of a foreigner, uáka, or in the shape of an Indian 
if native songs are the object. The Cunas are probably not 
quite clear as to whether these teachers are birds’ souls or 
some other spirits that these have called up.

A very important group of auxiliary spirits are the áküa- 
lelegana. These spirits dwell in certain sacred stones, in 
which they are permanently inherent; that is to say, they 
do not merely use the stones for temporary habitation. 
There is an áküalele of this kind in the Gothenburg Museum, 
and, according to the medicine man Charlie Nelson, 
from whom I acquired it, its spirit was still within it when 
I left for home. For this stone I paid three dollars, which, 
according to Pérez, probably means that it possesses 
three kálus. When one comes across an áküalele one should 
take note of the stones that surround it. These may be 
arranged in circles numbering from one to eight. If there 
are two circles of stones around an áküalele, it is said to 
possess two kálus, and so on. Fven the waters of the strong- 
est current are powerless to dislodge an áküalele. No áküa- 
lélegana are found in the rivers on the San Blas coast, but 
on the other hand they are fairly common around Paya. 
In order to come into proper possession of an áküalele it is 
necessary to know the incantation describing the origin of 
these stones, as otherwise one may fall ill and die.

Pérez knows only the approximate contents of the in
cantation. It tells how Olotililisobi first gives birth to a man 
and then to a woman. As usual God is the father of these 
and of everything else which is born at the same time. Aküa- 
lélegana are made of bullet-shaped menstruation lumps. 
The clay, nabsa, from which the Indians make the brazier,
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sianala, which is important at the Cunas’ incantations, also 
carne into existence in connection with the áküalele. At 
the same time with the ákülalelegana, Olotililisobi brought 
into the world evil spirits which abduct human souls, and it 
is these evil spirits which one can fight against with áküalele. 
Thus God is the father of even the evil spirits.

If an ignorant person should smash up an áküalele he 
would immediately come down with some disease and, as 
a rule, would die unless he obtained assistance. The áküa
lelegana are used in the same way as the núchus for sending 
out in search of souls that have been carried off by evil 
spirits. A song used in these incantations is published in 
this book, beginning on page 557. It is there reproduced 
both in picture-script, and in the Cuna language with a 
Spanish translation in ordinary typography. To what I 
have there said I would like to add that when this incan
tation is performed by one who is versed in it, the stones 
are placed in a bowl of water put underneath the bed of the 
sick person. At first it contains only a véry little water, 
but in the end it is completely filled and the patient is washea 
with the water. In some way this becomes charged with 
the power inherent in the stones. The virtue of the áküa
lelegana is transferred to the water in the same way as illness 
enters the human system. The water gets cool and is thus 
good against fever. The áküalele song is among those that 
are best known. The Museum possesses it in three versions 
of picture-script. Two of these are drawn almost in identical 
form by Pérez while the third differs from them consid- 
erably and has for its author one Inapígelipe, of 
Ustúpu.

Mention is also made of another kind of stone, the áküa- 
núsagana, which are less powerful and less dangerous than 
the áküal'elegana to anyone who might by accident 
break them to pieces. When in the incantation these stones 
are referred to, it is only a question of different kinds of 
áküalelegana.
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Finally there are seen among the helping plant spirits, 
masartulegana, which are the guides for the dead to, and 
through, the kingdom of the dead. There are laid in the 
graves with the dead, four painted pegs of arrow reed (caña 
brava), masar, decorated with small feathers and some 
glass beads (fig. 21c). It is their pürba which follows the 
dead to, and through, the kingdom of the dead. In the pic- 
ture-writing one sees them very much dressed up in feather 
decorations leading the dead person between them through 
the dangers which beset him on his journey to the other 
world.

Even the pürbas in the stones are people. At least those 
in the áküanúsagana, that is, in crystals, are women.

Even objects made by men have pürbas. When a person 
dies his possessions are placed beside him, rifles, bows, arrows, 
etc. Several Indians come also to place with the dead man’s 
belongings, miniature bows, arrows, and so on. These are 
gifts to their departed relatives which they want to send 
along with the dead person to the other world. It is the 
pürba of the object which they believe goes along with the 
dead person. In a song at a person’s death bed the singer 
says, »A11 the pürbas of the dead one’s belongings, you shall 
now gather together for the dead man».

When a person lies seriously ill one burns around his hut 
numerous pictures from illustrated papers, books, etc. The 
pürbas from these are liberated and they build a sort of 
store outside the hut. When the evil spirits come they are 
so busy looking at these things that they have no time to 
occupy themgelves with the sick person.

The pürbas of all these objects are not thought of as spir
its in the same sense as plant and animal spirits. They are 
pürbas but they are nevertheless lifeless.. Even an object 
can in some way have several pürbas. Eor example, in 
Narganá where the custom of using nose rings has been 
abandoned, such rings are, however, placed on the dead 
women. Otherwise they would come to the other world

23
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without nose rings and that would not do. It is customary 
after several years to search for the nose ring in the grave 
and it is used again and then re-buried. Thus it will in the 
other world be wrorn by two persons at the same time and 
in spite of this it lies in the grave.

The heat which comes from the sun is pürba,. If one sits 
near a fire one feels its pürba. The light from the fire is, on 
the other hand, called kaet. If one hears in the forest the 
shot of a hunting comrade’s rifle one says that one has 
heard the rifles’ pürba. The hum from a motorboat which 
one hears is its pürba. The sound from thunder is malpürba. 
When one hears the tones from a flute one hears its pürba. 
The gurgling of a brook is called pürba. One says for example 
ti pürba itogi, which means »the water’s pürba I hear». The 
sighing of the wind is also called pürba. Even the sound of 
a person’s voice is called pürba. When one hears an animal’s 
growl one says that that is its pürba. Breath, however, is 
never called pürba. The odor from a flower or an animal 
is not pürba.

In the creation myths menstruation is called pürba as 
well as God’s seed. In the case of the latter word the fact 
that one does not say kual-lu comes from the fact that this 
word is taboo. But why have they here in both cases chosen 
the word pürba? It must hang together with the fact that 
one still understands menstruation as something of the 
woman’s pürba and the seed as something of the man’s 
pürba.

The Cuna Indians cali the shadow of a person pürba, but 
it would be incorrect to consider the shadow as an important 
part of the person’s pürba. It does not matter if one steps 
on another’s shadow. The same is true for plants and ani
máis. They say sapi purba ürbali sigmala — »we sit down 
in the shade of the tree». The shadow of the tree is called 
pürba but one never says that the shadow is the female 
spirit which is found in the tree and yet one calis even this 
pürba.
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The reflection of a person in water is called pürba but 
according to Pérez the Indians do not believe that it 
is the soul that they see in the water.

An echo is also pürba.
We thus see that pürba is not the same as what we would 

cali soul. When we want to try to understand a Cuna In- 
dian’s concepts of pürba we must be very cautious about 
beheving that the Indians are always logical in their line of 
thinking and that they have an explanation for everything.
Pérez himself admits that he does not know how the 
Indians in many cases imagine the pürba of objects which 
to us are lifeless, whether they imagine this pürba as a power 
or as a thinking and acting creature. The thing is quite 
simply this, that it is a problem which the Indians as a rule 
have not occupied themselves with.—We should also be very 
cautious about believing that all the Indians of the same 
tribe have exactly the same concepts. We have already 
seen how many Indians believe that one sees ones departed 
relatives’ souls in dreams, while Nele believes that it is 
evil spirits who have taken their shape.

We can not transíate pürba as life even if we give this 
word a broad interpretation. Por life one always says tula.
A dead tree does not have tilla but it nevertheless has pürba.
A piece of bone has pürba but not tula.

I said that a person’s pürba, or more correctly, the sum 
of his pürbas is, as a rule, an invisible replica of the body.
The Indians speak of several pürbas which together
form a whole. In this way one evidently can say, if one
sums up all ideas I have gotten from Pérez and from •
the songs and incantations collected by him, that everything,
people, animáis, plants, stone, things made by man etc.,
have invisible counterparts which we sometimes can see
in dreams and which leave the body or at least for the most
part leave it when it dies. Bven when awake we can
sometimes feel the manifestations of this invisible world,
as in the warmth of the sun, in the noise of the thunder, in
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mnsic, etc. Occasionally we can even see purba as when we 
see ourselves in a mirror. It is purba which we see, but not 
the thinking and acting creature which we are after death.

It is typical of the word purba that it is never nsed for 
the evil spirits, pónigana, although these belong to the 
world which is generally invisible. One never says 
pónipürba. Ñor does one cali the dead pürbagana, but 
instead sergan, the oíd. One always means by purba some- 
thing generally invisible which is, or recently has been, 
connected with something material, something visible.

All illness and death is caused by these evil spirits, all 
evil spirits are illness demons. The evil spirits are every- 
where, in the sun, in the moon, in the winds, in oíd trees in 
the forest, in caves, and in inaccessible mountains, in the 
underworld and in the heavens. The earth is built up of 
eight layers in which evil spirits live. Below the eighth 
layer is another world. We also have o ver our heads a 
heaven which is built up of eight layers. Even in the layers 
of heaven there are púnigana.1

Regarding the origin of the evil spirits Nele has said 
that before the great flood they have been people. It is 
unknown among the majority of the Cunas where the púni- 
gana have originally come from. They have nothing at all to

1 In the Cuna texts we constantly meet with the Indians’ conception 
that both heaven and earth are built up of eight layers. In the drawing, 
fig. 22, I have reproduced a sketch which Nordenskióld made 
from Pérez’ explanation of the Cimas’ picture of the world.

The two people, man and woman, stand on the earth plañe. Above 
this there is heaven with its eight invisible layers (A). Round heaven 
the sun moves and goes down even under the earth, where there are the 
eight underworld layers. In the fourth one of these are the evil spirits’ 
chiefs and there one learns the best medicines. Beneath the eighth layer 
there is still another world.

x marks a hole in the heaven. A nele once crawled out through this in 
order to get to the sun. He became bald.

Regarding the role of the moon and the stars in the world-picture, 
Pérez did not seem to be able to relate anything, as Nordenskióld 
has only made a note duna y estrellas no sabe». HD.
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do with the pürba of the newly departed. Therefore it appears 
that the Cunas, in contrast with the majority of other Indians, 
do not fear them. Thus it is customary for the Cunas to 
spend the night in the houses where they bury their dead 
and unconcernedly to put up their hammocks over the 
graves. Pérez himself has several times slept alone in 
these huts and has evidently never reflected upon the possi- 
bility that it might be dangerous. Bven the pürbas of mur-

Fig. 22. The Cunas’ idea of the construction of the world, according to 
Pérez. See p. 356.

derers and other elimináis do not seem to be feared. The 
Indians very seldom speak about their dead haunting anyone, 
and as I have said Nele, believes that when one dreams 
about a person who has departed this life it is not this man •
which one sees in the dream but instead it is an evil spirit 
who has taken the shape of the dead person. There is a 
strange exception in the case of murdered people. As the 
time for a person’s death is predestined and a person by 
being murdered dies too early, his pürba remains on the 
earth until the proper day of his death.

The evil spirits are enumerable. In the songs written
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down by Pérez a great many are mentioned. Many of 
them have animal ñames but Pérez maintains that this 
does not mean that they have the form of animáis. When a 
kind of rash is called crawfish it means simply that the 
person gets red like a crawfish when he has this illness. Still 
many Indians imagine that the pánigana which have animal 
ñames also have animal form. A few demons are described 
as creatures with fantastic appearances. Núgaruetchur has a 
long snout and sucks human blood. The Cuna ñame for 
him means pointed teeth. At the samfe time Núgaruetchur 
has however human shape. Another evil spirit is half dog, 
half woman. One female demon is believed to have long 
hair, and the lower part of the body in the form of a fishtail. 
One demon, achusimudubalet, has a very prominent navel 
by means of which he moves himself.

Most illness demons have as a rule never been seen by 
ordinary people. A certain kind of firefly is thought to be 
the eyes of evil spirits. The green ones come from the sea. 
.If one of these fireflies, kúnna, should enter a house, one or 
another of its inmates will fall ill. The big fireflies, the túlo, 
on the other hand, are harmless. Occasionally one may 
meet a kind of evil spirit called nía, which appears in human 
form. It may even take the form of an intimate friend. 
One may think one has met him in the forest, but when one 
returns home to the village it is discovered that the friend 
has been at home all day. There are many accounts 
of meetings with nías. A Cuna Indian from Careto 
met in the forest a man who was carrying on a forked stick 
a freshwater fish of a kind not found in the rivers on the 
Atlantic side of the Isthmus of Panama. The man said: »I 
am no Cuna, I am a nía, and I am on my way to the Pacific 
coast». That demon did not do him any harm. It has 
even happened that persons have learnt medicine songs 
from evil spirits that they have met on the road. Once 
there was a Cuna Indian who was out in the forest but could 
find no game. Pinally he sat down on the branch of
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a fallen tree. Then a nía, or pila, carne up to him and asked 
what he was doing there. The man said that he was out 
hunting, but that he had had no luck at all. The demon 
then put a little medicine on the man’s tongue in order to 
make him learn quickly, and then he began to give him 
instruction in the art of luring the game out, and about the 
origin of animáis, pürba éhuilüpu, and then he sang. In 
that way the man learned a good many things, and after- 
wards he used to sing those songs before going out hunting, 
and he enjoyed far better luck in hunting than he had ever 
done before.

A Cuna Indian named Miguel, of Rio Bayano, a 
pupil of the "man just referred to, taught Pérez one of 
those songs. Miguel isa very capable hunter, and when 
he goes hunting in the forest he usually brings back with 
him eight head of game. Before this man made the acquain- 
tance of the nía, no Cuna knew of that song.

Occasionally Nele, is informed by the núchus when the 
village is being visited by nías.

N él e is in frequent communication with pünis, even 
with such of them as are invisible to ordinary people. On 
that account he is also called pünikana. It is the illness 
demons themselves that are N el e’s teachers and that tell 
him what medicines to use. Along comes, for instance, 
a rheumatism demon, sits down by the end of N el e’s 
hammock and asks him if there is anything he desires, or 
anything he wishes to learn. Then the rheumatism demon 
starts explaining about himself and about the medicine a 
human being should use in order to get well. When a person 
has got rheumatism, it is the rheumatism demon that has 
entered his body. A püni like that of rheumatism cannot 
carry away the souls of mankind.

Among the evil spirits, N el e’s most important teacher 
was Núgaruetchwr, but this püni subsequently moved farther 
east, and now Nele has a teacher who is not so versed in
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the knowledge of medicine. When a püni visits Nele he 
appears in human form.

The Cunas also believe that accidents are caused by pünis. 
If, for example, anyone happens to swallow a fishbone, this 
is changed into a püni. Even a chair may be a püni if it 
hurts a person. It is not be to assumed that the Indians 
have any definite conception of the exact manner in which 
this occurs.

Among pünis a distinction is made between those that 
carry away the souls of human beings and those that 
enter the body of the ailing person. If, for example, a 
person is suffering from rheumatism, a certain demon 
has entered his body. The Cunas do not imagine that 
some foreign body — a thorn, or something of the sort 
— has made its way into the sufferer’s body, but that he 
has become possessed by a demon.

I have already mentioned how pürbas in this way ravished 
by evil spirits are brought back to their respective bodies. 
When illness has entered into the body of a person, the evil 
spirit can be killed (or expelled?) by means of medicine.

The evil spirits are, as I already said, very afraid of the 
Spanish pepper, kaburr. This seasoning also keeps evil 
spirits away from food. When there is a storm there are 
evil spirits in it and then the Cunas burn Spanish pepper 
in the prow of the canoe. When in olden times they used the 
smoke of the Spanish pepper in the battles against the 
Spaniards it was because they considered the Spaniards evil 
spirits.

The one who sends out the evil spirits, that is, illness and 
death, to human beings, is God. It is also he who has creat- 
ed the means of defence against them.

Niga.1
Pürba should not be confused with níga. I shall try to 

explain the meaning of this latter word.
1 Pronunciation neega.
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»Brave» means, in Cuna, kántikit, but it is not the same 
as níga; however one must have niga in order to be brave. 
When a person is timid in a serious situation one says niga 
suli, he does not have niga. The same thing applies to the 
one who is shy about appearing and speaking before a large

Fig. 23. How Pérez interpreted the idea of niga See text p. 362.

gathering. When a child grows, its niga also grows. Before 
the child has enough niga it cannot go alone to the forest. 
If a person has much niga it is a protection against attack 
by wild animáis. All animáis also have niga and if a wild 
animal has more niga than a person whom it meets the 
animal makes an attack.

One can improve ones niga by wearing a necklace of 
jaguar teeth, however only exclusively 011 the condition that
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someone »who knows it» has said or thought the incantation 
about how the jaguar was created, and has done this while 
holding the necklace in his hand.

When a person is lazy he should use medicine prepared 
from the nests of industrious ants and even from the ants 
themselves. Such medicine is called igli and with it one 
impro ves ones niga. Pérez knows in the village of Playón 
Chico an oíd man who when he was newly married was very 
lazy. His wife got him to bathe in »lazy man’s medicine» 
and then he became very industrious. Even now as an oíd 
man he is one of the village’s most industrious farmers. 
One uses igli also as a plant medicine, (we would cali it 
fertilizer) but one never says that plants have níga. Ñor 
do stones have níga.

According to what an oíd medicine man in Ailigandi has 
explained to Pérez, niga is even a protection against 
certain dangerous dreams, in other words, against certain 
evil spirits. Through certain medicines one can even develop 
ones níga. A person’s niga can not, like his pürba, be ab- 
ducted.

When Pérez was going to explain to me what is meant 
by níga he drew a person and around him a sort of smoke 
cloud (fig. 23) and afterwards explained that when evil 
spirits come against this they go around in order to search 
for an opening and when they fail to find one they cannot 
get at the person surrounded by niga. What that smoke 
consists of Pérez does not know, and probably the most 
of the Indians have never gotten this clear in their minds.

• It is not pürba. In order to cause níga to surround the
person one uses a bit of liana, mamgalkiit. This forms great 
entanglements in the trees and one is to search out the middle 
of the entanglements from eight trees. At the same time 
one uses several other liana vines such as sakkuk tuba, asgoga 
tuba, asgoga tüb üaüá and nikkitüba. Erom these liana vines 
one makes such crosses, + "t I, and places these in water which 
one dashes over onself from a calabash. The same crosses
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may be used for several days. They are renewed four times. 
One takes eight bits of sakkuk tuba, and these are shaped 
like a dog’s feet.

If a person’s níga runs out he dies. It is never said that 
the dead have níga. Neither níga ñor pürba should be con- 
fused with kürgin. When a person is unable to learn this 
has nothing to do with pürba. It is the kürgin which is 
overtaxed.

Kürgin.
Kürgin means brain but in a great many cases it also 

means a special bent or capacity, and intelligence. Amusingly 
enough it can even mean hat. When the human fetus is 
formed in the womb it receives from Mü, which is pictured 
as a woman, a great deal of kürgin of different kinds. This 
is shown in detail in two of these Indian’s oíd songs of which 
I have records from my Panama expedition in 1927, made 
by Guillermo Haya and another Cuna Indian. The 
song is sung when a person has a headache, that is when 
any part of the person’s kürgin is sick. The singer does not 
have to be a medicine man but he can be simply a person 
who knows the songs by heart [see p. 542].

All kürgin, that is, all natural bents, are localized in the 
brain. An Indian can have more or less kürgin for hunting 
and fishing, though the kürgin for each kind of hunting and 
fishing has its definite place in the brain. They speak of 
kürgin for tapirs, peccaries and so on. A person can for 
example have much kürgin for learning foreign languages *
and for eloquence. One can also have kürgin for meeting 
poisonous snakes. The Cunas’ great medicine man and High 
Chief Nele does not explain that different characteristics 
have their abode in certain convolutions of the brain but 
he imagines the brain to be built up of a quantity of points 
similar to the tops of mountains. Nele also says that 
the brain is like a great field of which part is good and part
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is bad. Some people’s brains have only bad earth, others 
only good. Most people have both kinds.

The kurgin can be influenced by medicines. When a 
good many years ago Pérez returned home from his 
college at Panama, where he had been exceedingly indus- 
trious, he suffered from severe headaches, — as we would 
say, he had overworked. He sought advice from N el e, 
who knows everything and understands everything. 
Nele diagnosed the case thus: that the part of Pérez’ 
brain where the kurgin for scholastic work was seated was filled 
up and had to be enlarged. Pérez then was made to live in 
a walled-off portion of his hut, and the prescripton given him 
was to wash his head several times a day with water in which 
had been placed certain flowers and other plant parts. After 
washing with these medicines for ten days, Pérez sent 
some cocoa nibs to N él e, who in the night burned them 
on a brazier, síanala, and in his dreams consulted his auxi
liary spirits, núchus, as to whether the medicine had beeft 
effective. In the morning N él c sent the reply that the 
medicine was good. The cocoa nibs were brought to N e l c 
by a member of Pérez’ family, and subsequently one of 
his people carne to hear the verdict. During the month 
that Pérez was taking this treatment he twice sent cocoa 
nibs to N e l e. As is usual whenever medicine is taken in 
this way, he also kept to a strict diet.

By taking medicine Pérez did not learn anything new. 
On the other hand he developed his possibilities for learning 
more after going through the cure. It should be observed 
also that the medicines’s spirits did not come to him in 
dreams.

Many of the Indians take medicines in order to develop 
their kurgin for study. Thus for example the young people 
who are sent to Panama to attend the schools there, do this. 
Now that the Cunas in several villages have founded schools 
with native teachers, the schoolboys go in for taking medicine 
in a thorough way in order to learn more easily. It is not
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advantageous to be exposed to the smoke from the fireplaces 
when. one is taking medicinal baths. Therefore Nele is 
considering the idea of building a special bathhouse on the 
nearby uninhabited mainland for the schoolboys of Ustúpu, 
where each and every one can have his own bathtub and can 
bathe in medicine which makes it easier for him to learn 
how to read and write.

Pérez has related to me many instances not only of 
persons who by means of medicinal baths have improved 
their kürgin for foreign languages, but also of people who 
have applied the medicine to excess. In the village of Nar
ganá a man bathed in water in which he had pnt a great 
many pages from a book and he thereby learned Bnglish but 
at the same time became almost blind. Nele declared 
that he had »gone too strong» on the medicine. Certain 
talking birds are also used as medicine for learning languages. 
In Mandinga, for instance, there lives an Indian who for 
Miany years dwelt at Narganá. He ate a bird of this kind 
and learned Spanish without the aid of a teacher. The way 
to be able to learn by heart the native songs is to bathe in 
water in which have been placed the scrapings of the skull 
of a sloth. Or it will also do to bathe in water into which 
has been laid a núchu, i. e. a wooden figure containing a 
tutelary genius. This is however dangerous if one does not 
possess the kürgin or aptitude for learning. Insanity may 
then result, and therefore this medicine is more rarely re- 
sorted to. It is therefore apparent that if anyone has the 
kürgin for anything, he can improve it, but he should proceed 
very carefully about this in case he should not happen to 
be sufficiently intelligent. A Cuna Indian who was not 
particularly brainy was beguiled into bathing in water into 
which had been placed Panama newspapers. This resulted 
in his becoming halfwitted.

Medicines for learning to read and write Spanish or Bnglish 
are of conrse a modern notion, but the train of thought upon 
which this practice is based is no doubt of very remóte
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antiquity. In the same manner as nowadays there are used 
a nnmber of leaves of a book or newspaper obtained from the 
white people as medicine for facilitating the acquirement of 
knowledge, the native pictnre - script is nsed for improving 
the kürgin for the ancient songs. Nowadays leaves of paper 
are bnrned, and the ashes used as medicine, where formerly 
it was presumably wooden panels inscribed with picture- 
script.

When anybody is taking medicine for, for instance, the 
better learning of langnages, he should not tell other 
people what he is about, as then the spirits of the medicines, 
the pürba, would vanish away. It is these spirits that, in 
sleep, are the tutors of the one who takes the medicines. 
Thus it is through dreams that a person who bathes in, or 
otherwise uses certain medicines, is able to learn foreign 
languages and develop his kürgin in different directions. 
When a person is nsing various medicines to improve his 
kürgin, the medicine man (inatuledi} chants »advice» o» 
certain points to the spirits of the medicines. He tells them 
why he wants their help.

I said that one can have kürgin for meeting poisonous 
snakes. A person who has mñch kürgin for poisonous snakes 
is followed by them. One can even have kürgin for seeing 
evil spirits. Pérez has time npon time when he has been 
out in the wild forest come upon poisonous snakes because 
he clearly had kürgin for meeting them. He told this to 
Nele. who said that now the time approached when he 
would be bitten by a snake unless he bathed in water containing 
a certain medicine. Pérez looked up an inatuledi who 
investigated the matter of snitable medicines. When he 
collected the medicines he. told the pürbas what he would 
use them for. When he had come home he gave them certain 
information and advice and turned the medicine over to 
Pérez. The medicine man, inatuledi, the first time Pérez 
bathed himself with the medicine, splashed some of the 
bathwater to the east, west, north and south. Neither the
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medicine man ñor Pérez pronounced any incantation at 
this time. After taking medicine in this way Pérez never 
met any more poisonous snakes. He had become invisible 
to the snakes. When a child is born with a »victory cap», 
that is, is born to be a nele this child has gotten from Mü 
kürgin for being able to associate in dreams with the spirits 
and in this way the ability to be a Seer. With certain medi
cines one can however vitiate the kürgin when one does not 
wish the child’s capacity for being a nele developed. This 
one always does if the father of the child born to be a nele 
is living because this man may die if the child’s kürgin is 
allowed freely to develop.

It is evident that the concepts of kürgin play a tremendous 
role in the life of the Cuna Indians. Bven the most educated 
among them believe that kürgin can be influenced by certain 
medicines. Pérez himself believes firmly in kürgin. In 
any event he has gotten from Mü or elsewhere much kürgin 
fpr studies and it is with the help of this excellent kürgin 
that I have succeeded in getting an important look into the 
ideology of a remarkable people.

We have seen that the Cunas’ ideas about intelligence, 
memory, and so forth, even if they are very vague, are not 
mentioned in connection with the word pürba, a word which 
the Indians who know Spanish or Bnglish transíate as 
soul, but instead in connection with the concept kürgin.

Pinally I want to say that it seems to me to be of the great- 
est importance that there be a continued thorough study of 
the ideology of the Cuna Indians for many reasons, not least 
among which is, that we seem t'o have here a relie of the 
higher Central American Indian culture. The point is only 

’ that in these studies one must never generalize, never be 
surprised, even when it is not so easy to follow the Indian 
train of thought. It is of the greatest valué that we, through 
the oíd songs which according to tradition have been pre- 
served from the most ancient times, largely owing to the 
Cunas’ peculiarly interesting picture-writing, can to a great
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extent check the authenticity of current oral material. It 
is all the more important since when wTe study the Cunas’ 
religión we must always reckon with the influence from 
missionaries and other people. This influence on the ideol
ogy, looking at the situation as a whole, has been very in- 
significant in so far as it is a question of new ideas; on the 
other hand, it is possible that doubts the Indians feel regard- 
ing the truth of the oíd things, doubts which now and then 
appear, have their origin in what the Indians have learned 
from outside sources.

ii. Birth and the Corning into Existence of a Human 
Being.

Nele, compares the woman’s ova to an open flower into 
which the man’s seed penetrates like a sprout, where- 
upon Mü begins to build up the embryo. It is Mü who 
equips the embryo with its store of characteristics, that is 
to say, endows it with kwrgin in various directions. Already 
while in its mother’s womb, the embryo is a living entity.

There are many things that the mother, and even the 
father, has to observe during pregnancy. Por example, 
both are forbidden to touch dye-stuffs and sticky substances, 
as that would lead to difficulties in parturition and might 
even prove harmful to the child. It may be borWolind, or 
detective in some other way. They are also forbidden to 
kill snakes, or to look upon animáis that are copulating. 
Should they, however, happen to witness anything of that 
kind, then they must tell some inatuledi, who will give them 
medicine which both of them should take, even if only one 
of them has seen the forbidden thing. A pregnant woman • 
is also forbidden to behold a certain small rodent, sñle kaynu, 
lest the child be born hare-lipped.

The father is further forbidden to employ medicine pre
pared from spiny plants — as is customary for bringing 
luck in fishing — because the prickles may prevent the
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child from being born into this world. When the sabdur- 
guanédi — the men that have gone out to fetch sabdur for 
a girl who is about to go through the ceremonies connected 
with her attaining the age of puberty — are returning to 
the girl’s hut, nobody is allowed to set eyes on these men. 
If any one should happen to see them, his children would 
be born with dark spots on their bodies. Pérez has two 
daughters spotted in this way, and the cause of those spots 
lies in the fact that on one occasion he looked at the sdbdur- 
guanédi men as they were returning home.

When the wife is pregnant the husband may not fish with 
poisoned bait or spears because in that case the poison 
would have no effect. If a person lies sick in a hut and a 
pregnant woman or her husband comes in to see him, 
the sick person will get worse. If one is invited to visit 
a sick person and ones wife is pregnant it is best to decline 
the invitation. This also applies when some one has been 
bitten by a snake. A man who has a pregnant wife may not 
gather fruit, because if he does the trees will no longer bear.

By resorting to medicine it is possible to influence the 
skin color of an unborn child. There was once at Ustúpu 
a woman who had only very dark-skinned children. She 
bathed in water in which she had put fruits and bits of the 
wood of palo balsa, ukurüála, and after that she had children 
who were albinoes. Ukurüala is a white kind of tree.

By using medicine, parents are also able to exercise control 
over the sex of their children. If, for instance, only boys 
are born to a family, both the father and the mother swallow 
a certain medicine in order to have a girl child. Pérez’ 

- wife at first had two girl babies, whereupon both he and she
took medicine, and then she bore a boy.

While a woman is pregnant she must adhere to a certain 
strict diet. She is forbidden to eat the flesh of some animáis, 
such as peccary, turtles, deer and the like. Furthermore, 
she must not eat food that has been highly spiced, ñor fish

24
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of certain kinds. During her period of pregnancy she is 
not expected to do any hard work.

It may be of medical interest to know that »morning 
sickness» appears, but it is not usual.

There are numerous demons seeking to obstruct the par- 
turition. Among them may be noted Munékiachu, the dog 
demon, Yárbimunéki, the eel demon, and others. To this 
I may here add the following information received from 
Pérez:

The birth itself takes places in a secluded place so that 
the children will not see wdiat is happening. The Cunas are 
exceedingly careful about keeping the children in ignorance of 
everything that concerns sex. When the older people talk 
about such things they therefore always use circumlocutions. 
When a woman has given birth to a child the brothers and 
sisters are told that the father has been out in the forest 
where he has seen a deer carrying a little child between his 
horns. He has overtaken the deer and has taken the child 
and brought it home, and this is how there has come to be 
a little brother or sister in the house. This is called kóe-káe, 
which means »to catch the deer».1

Sometimes they also tell the younger brothers and sisters 
that a dolphin, uagi, has come and left a little child on the

1 The following has been related by Padre G a s s ó in »Eas Misiones 
Católicas», volume XX, Barcelona 1912, p. 206: »Eos padres son en ge
neral racatados, tanto que para guardar el candor de los niños cuando está 
próxima la madre al alumbramiento suele irse al bosque. A los dos ó tres 
días comparece en casa con el niño. Al verlo los hermanitos preguntan de 
dónde vino y cuentan los mayores esta historia: Iba tu padre el otro día 
por el bosque y vió un venado que entre el ramaje de sus cuernos llevaba 
este niñito. Entonces corrió detrás hasta que tras mucho trabajo cogió el 
niño y se lo regaló á tu madre para que lo críe, y tengamos un niño más 
que sea tu hermanito. Y llega á tanto el deseo de guardar el candor, que, 
delante de menores, nadie suele usar palabras que les abren los ojos. Mas, 
en esta lengua el verbo parir nunca se usa en concreto ni como de acto que 
tenga visos de presente; y aún es más común usar del verbo originalísimo 
koe-kae, i. e. coger venados ó de otros metafóricos, que no del kualulege, 
parir. Así dicen: fulana cogió un venado.» ED.
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beach. The Indians see to it that children shall not be 
around when a bitch whelps. They tell the children that it 
is a kind of worm in the sea which is changed into puppies 
and when the time for the whelping approaches they go 
down to the beach with the bitch and throw her out into 
the water. When she has littered they place the puppies 
on the beach and then cali the children to come and see 
how the worms have been changed into puppies. Pérez 
has seen a girl of marriageable age carry a bitch to the 
beach and throw her out into the sea because she, the girl, 
wanted some puppies. The children are told that lizards 
carry the eggs to the hen. When chickens lay they are 
closely shut up so that the children may not come to under» 
stand how the egg laying takes place. A pregnant animal 
must not be butchered in the presence of children. This 
point, that everything concerning sex is to be treated with 
the utmost secrecy, is very strictly upheld among the Cunas, 
and it is therefore usual that the girls, and even the young 
men, when they marry are entirely ignorant in these matters. 
It is hardly credible that this strict taboo on everything 
that connects with sex is a matter of protecting the child’s 
innocence, but rather it seems to me to be more likely that 
it hangs together with the myths about creation, in other 
words, everything that treats of Mü belongs to that wisdom 
which is concealed from the majority.

As a rule the Cuna women bear children comparatively 
easily but still very difficult deliveries do occur. In these 
cases a person who knows the mú-igala is called in and this 
person sits under the hammock of the child-bearing woman 
and sings.

When the medicine man is preparing his medicine he 
sometimes hangs up in his hut a basket in which there are 
some stone axes or other heavy things, like cannon balls from 
the time of the Spaniards, and this basket is hoisted up 
and down eight times. The midwife is always an older wom
an accustomed to managing deliveries. When the mother
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is fully recovered she gives the medicine man who has given 
her medicine a hall of cotton thread. If a woman dies during 
the delivery she is then mü giburrgise. She is dead because 
of Mü’s power.

When a woman has given birth to a child the husband 
is forbidden to work for three days or to go off to the for
est. He should be at home resting. If he touches any 
strange objects the little one may become ill.

It is, as has been said, Mü, who forms the embryo in the 
womb and gives it its characteristics. In what form the 
Cunas actually picture Mü is a question which I must leave 
open here. Mü means, literally, father’s mother or mother’s 
mother. In the description of Nele Sibu’s wanderings through 
the kingdom of the dead given here (beginning on p. 295) 
there is a magnificent city spoken of, a city which is ruled 
by eight women. Among these is one Nana Olomaguyriai, who 
occupies herself with the task of having human beings 
formed in the womb. The others are Nana Olokegepiai, who 
watches over the earth, Mu Olotagisop, Mu Olotakiki Mu 
Sobia, Mu Alesop, Mti Aligiiai and Mu Olokúndil. All these 
are busy with the creation of human life: Olo sántu, mánisan- 
tugan aide maidinega — which means: gold fetus, silver 
fetus, go down to the place. The word sántu is a circum- 
locution for fetus. It is said of Mü Olotagisop and Mü Olo
takiki in another text that they are the ones who give the 
human body all its functions, such as breathing, hearing 
and seeing.

In the picture-writing Mü is represented as a woman who 
occupies herself with forming the fetus. In spite of this 
P e r é z looks upon Mü not as any kind of female creature 
but rather as a power, but he admits at the same time 
that only recently, since he has moved to Ustúpu, where 
the Indians preserve their oíd ideas better than in Narganá, 
has he heard Mü spoken of. It would be of the greatest 
interest to get hold of a record of mü igala, the song which 
is sung under the bed of the woman who is bearing a child.



It would be still more important to have a record of the 
incantation about the origin of Mü which should precede 
the song. In this way one could probably get at the 
Cunas’ oíd and aboriginal ideas about Mü. So far as I 
know God does not participate in the creation of the fetus 
in human life. There is not mentioned here any other father 
than the real father. God is never mentioned as father of 
any thing or anybody other than at the beginning of the 
world.
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III. Word Taboos and Figures of Speech.
In 1930 I have published a few notes on the world’s 

creation, of which the Cuna Indian Charles Slater 
is the author. From what I am informed by Pérez, 
these notes were dictated by a chief named Iguanigdi- 
p i p i, of Ailigandi, to Slater, who took down in trans- 
lation what was told him. S 1 a t e r ’ s notes are in a rather 
defective sort of Fnglish, so that they are not always easy 
to understand. When at length one has succeeded in un- 
ravelling his English, one nevertheless is at a loss to make 
out a good deal of the contents. What is clear is that God 
creates a woman, and so forth, but it is impossible to under
stand why she sees souls of so many colors: white souls, 
yellow, black, dark-colored, spotted, green souls, etc., and 
that when she has seen all these she proceeds to child-bearing. 
Here there is mentioned a table on which God spreads out 
a white soul, etc. When we have learned that the different 
colored souls signify menstruation of various aspects, that 
the table stands for the woman’s bosom, and that the white 
soul spread upon the table is the spermal fluid of the Deity, 
then the whole thing becomes intelligible in an entirely different 
way. It will thus be grasped how the - Indians conceive 
that the origin of nearly everything in this world derives 
from the first woman God created, and that God is the 
Father of all, and that in a most realistic way.
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In the spiritual world of the Cuna Indians these legends 
of the Creation play an immensely important part. Bvery 
medicine song must be preceded by an invocation announcing 
the origin of the medicine, or else the incantation does not 
act. When the Indians wish to make the animáis of the forest 
come to them, they bathe in water into which they have 
placed certain medicines.

Before they take this bath they pronounce an incantation 
An invocation of this kind is here reproduced in picture- 
script by way of illustration (Pl. XII). It constitutes the prelnde 
to the song bísep-igal. Beginning from the left at the bottom 
of the page, it reads: God, Olotililisop, white soul, black 
soul, blue soul, striped soul, yellow soul, rose-colored soul, 
red soul, table, white cloth, olokebicdigiña and olokebicdili. 
Above the last-mentioned a zigzag line is seen. Next there 
is the chest, ulu, and then an animal and seven cups of var- 
ious colors, and other things.

In order to understand this incantation it is necessary to 
know that Olotililisop was the first woman created by God, 
and the mother of all things; that »soul» means menstruation; 
table is the woman’s bosom; white cloth is the skin covering 
her genital organs; olkebicdigiña and olokebicdili are the male 
and the female ñames of the bisep plant; that the zigzag 
line means the navel string; that the chest means the wom- 
an’s womb, and that the cups are the ova that are fer- 
tilized by God’s semen.

In the same manner metaphors are used in other versions 
of the story of the world’s creation. Whoever is unacquaint- 
ed with these metaphors cannot understand anything about 
it. Should children happen to overhear one of these incan
tations, they could not make anything out of it.

This way of not expressing in direct terms matters per- 
taining to sex is also employed in everyday life. Küe-káe as 
has been said on p. 370 means’ catching the deer, but is used 
as a synonym for bearing children. The Indians most care- 
fully guard against children having any opportunity of
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being present when a bitch whelps as was mentioned on 
page 371.

Consequently their eider are exceedingly careful not to 
touch upon these matters in the presence of young people.
Tor example, when a woman is having her menses she says 
»an yokorpisskedi», the literal meaning of which is »I have 
a pain' in my knee», and in the same way she uses other 
paraphrases.

As it is forbidden for a man whose wife is pregnant to 
go in to see a person who is sick, he says, in order to ex- 
plain how things stand, »kwrgin anikkérba», which means »I 
have much kürgin». One says about a woman who is preg
nant, tegi'de, which means, »she goes thus». One can also 
say turba makuichi, in other words, »She blooms».

Another kind of word taboo applies in everything which 
connects with hunting and, in addition, to the relationship 
between man and animáis. It does not do to say, »Tomor- 
row I shall go out on a tapir hunt», but instead one says, 
if one is asked, »Tomorrow I shall gather material for weav- 
ing baskets.» If one mentions the tapir’s ñame, the animal 
dreams that one is going to hunt it and it becomes fright- 
ened and keeps itself well hidden. If one is going out to 
hunt turtles one says, »I am going out to drift on the sea».
In the same way one must answer in paraphrases when one 
plans to go hunting for other animáis.

All animáis and even a number of plants have ñames to 
be used in the day-time and other ñames for night-time. A 
certain kind of palm tree is called nalub by day and iko 
dúrrba by night. If one uses the day-time ñame at night 
one will be bitten by a snake. The agouti is called sule by 
day and ndbnona by night, the latter meaning »earth-head».
The corresponding ñames of the jaguar are áchumigur and 
mútikidibya-, the latter word means »night-eye». Snakes see 
badly and therefore attack by means of feeling. Nele has 
said that God created them thus. Their »night-name» is 
therefore ibyapiti — »one-eyed». In the day-time one says
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naibe. Pérez does not know the »night-name» for the 
parrot nalu but he has heard that if one says nalu at night 
one will vomit blood. It is in dreams that the animáis hear 
their ñames mentioned and it is for this reason that one 
must use paraplirases at night.

This System of not calling a thing by its proper ñame is 
not among the Cunas restricted only to sexual matters, but 
also plays an exceedingly important part in social life, above 
all in the chiefs’ speches. To anyone not knowing this, such 
speeches are often entirely unintelligible. When after my 
visit to the San Blas coast in 1927, Oluigegiña, the 
chief of Ailigandi, received a visit from Nele, among other 
things he said: »I have heard that your village has been visited 
by sea-gulls. At first I thought they were from these parts, 
but by my people I am now told that they carne from very 
far north». The »sea-gulls» were my wife, Dr. L i n n é, 
my son P r i c and myself.

In a speech which N él e chanted after the rebellion of 
1925, among other things he said, »A severe storm has pass- 
ed over this land of ours and the trees were overturned 
by it. By reason of the tempest, the animáis that had made 
their abodes in the trees were thus dispersed. Now we shall 
build up again all that the tempest has torn down. Accord
ing to my way of thinking, we should plant a tree that 
will last many years, a tree possessing great resistance, and 
when we have planted it, we also ought to plant others about 
every village. I think that when our tree bears fruit, to 
its-branches there will come grouse, parrots, and birds from 
all directions to eat the fruits of the tree. Por this reason 
the tree should be of a kind that bears much fruit. Then 
we ought to keep the ground about it very clean so that 
the vultures may not come and besmirch our tree. We 
should securely fence in the flowers that we are going to 
plant about our tree. We should plant cocoa trees. We 
should not plant in the same spot plant several kinds of co
coa trees, for when they grow up and their branches Ínter-
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lace they will do each other harm. It is better to plant 
each kind of cocoa tree in a group to itself. We should 
protect well the flowers and the cocoa trees against noxious 
insects. In that way our ancestors tended their plants; but 
vultures, pelicans and cuervos have found a way into our 
enclosures and spread pollution within, where we have alba- 
hacas, flowers, cocoa trees and the igual tree, then the plants 
have fallen into disorder, and now, when the tempest is over, 
we ought to set about planting the tree».

In order to understand Nele's speech it is necessary to 
know that tree means chief, vulture means Negro, and so 
on. I shall here try to render his speech in plain language. 
There had raged a tempest, i. e. revolution, in the country, 
in the course of which had been deposed such chiefs as fa- 
vored the cause of Panama. During the revolution were 
killed the Panamanians who, induced to come there by the 
said chiefs, had settled in the country. Now we are going 
to reconstruct what the tempest has demolished. In my 
opinión we should chose as our chief a man whom we may 
retain for many years, á man who is strong, and when that 
chief is elected we shall appoint a headman to each village. 
I think that when the chiefs have got things in order, they 
will surround themselves with men of mark and such as 
can speak foreign languages, and thereby derive benefit 
from the new order of things. Por this reason we should 
elect as High Chief one who possesses great knowledge. And 
then we must guard against the Panamanians coming to bribe 
and corrupt our chosen chief. We must take care of out 
women. We must also look after our men. We should not 
in the same place settle men of different kinds, as when 
they get together they might do each other harm. We 
should carefully protect our women, and our men too, from 
the Negroes. Such was the way in which our fore- 
fathers had arranged our community, but since Negroes, 
Spaniards and other foreigners carne among us, disorder 
was brought into our community. Now that the revolution
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has come to an end, we must begin by electing our High 
Chief.

Quite poetically a former High Chief, Simral Col
man, now deceased, chanted in a speech (p. ioo): »The 
flowers that we possess form our life, and our joy during 
life. Without his flower, a man lives in sorrow and shift- 
lessness.» By flower is here meant woman.

When N él e set out for Panama, he sang that he was 
going on a visit to the High Chief of the beasts, i. e. the 
President of Panama. Many figures of speech of similar kind 
are found in the texts here reproduced.

Some other examples of figures of speech are: for sail 
boats, ulu; the chiefs say in their speeches nali for shark; 
uagi for dolphin; ftaca for whale.

It is possible that this use of figurative language has led 
to the result that the meaning of certain words has changed 
even when they are used in everyday language. This is, 
perhaps how the word kürgin for example, besides meaning 
»hat» also has acquired the meaning of »natural aptitude». 
Purba, properly meaning »soul», has apparently become the 
word nowadays most commonly used for »menstruation». 
Pérez actually had to search his memory in order to find 
such commonplace words as oguitchi and tidakguitchi.

It is obvious that it is impossible to understand much of 
what is related to one by the Cuna Indians unless one knows 
that many words have a double meaning. We must clearly 
a<»preciate the fact that in the songs they use largely words 
that form no part of the colloquial language, and that in 
the chiefs’ orations there occur figures of speech. Such cir- 
cumlocution is also customary in daily life, in consideration 
of the children, when referring to anything connected with 
sexual matters.

In the Cuna Indians’ songs there is so much paraphras- 
ing that it seems almost as if it were a special language. 
I will give a number of examples. Animáis for instance,

*
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cali people, that is Cunas, innaíbegan, which means »owner 
of the chicha». This is an evident paraphrasing. Some other 
examples are:

in every day speech in songs
white man ............................. uáka 'pilatola
woman .... ................................ órne uale-pungua
man ........ ................................ tule innatonaibe 

(chicha owner)
medicine man of a' certain kind inatuledi tulaleleibekua
nail ........ ................................ gónu gomo
peccary ................................ yánu punaiae
face ........ ................................ uágar akugala
plantain . ................................ masi ibeníali
rifle ......................................... kingi ibetintula

There is also another field within which one uses figures
of speech, especially for animal ñames, and that is in the 
riddles or enigmas. Nappi ómoküet means »earth — alone — 
tramp». In order to be able to guess that this riddle means 
tapir, móli, one must know that the tapir often tramps hard 
on the ground probably in order to free itself from trouble- 
some insects.

Kóimbabáli üáyasiit is also an enigma. It means »to take 
by the ear», and the answer is deer, kóe. When the deer 
is listening he lifts up his foot. Sáylainse arguáne means 
»the head falls first» and the solution is nalu the arara 
parrot, which, when it is shot, falls head first. The peccary 
yánu is called übiuágar in the riddles, which means »corn- 
meal-face». The tame hen, kani is called negputu, the house 
tinamid, that is a tinamid which lives in houses. The ja
guar is called »eye night» mütikitibya. The saíno is called 
yobleya/pane, »bad smell».

P i n a r t has published a little list of secret words from 
the Cunas. Most of these are simply riddles.1

1 P i n a r t, 1890, p. 99: «Algunas palabras de la lengua secreta de los 
leles o adivinos». ED.
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Some Further Notes on Ñames and Paraphrases.1
In the stories about the Prenchmen, pelikans, korgi, and 

herons, tabgala, are mentioned. These terms never mean 
the encroachments by the Spaniards.

Negroes are called sometimes in fun hala (legs) aratti 
(blue) — »blue legs».

Nicknames are nsed only among good friends. Roberto 
P é r e z is called among other things siga (beard) suitt (long) 
— »long beard». He is also called padir, from the Spanish 
padre.

In Ailigandi there is an Indian who is called Oloaligiña — 
ant.

A newborn child is called uarúgua küe, literally deer.
A nnmber of abstract conceptions Pérez has translated 

in the following way:
intelligence — kurgin nüno (head) nikkarba (much). In- 

telligence can be impro ved by medicine.
thought, to think — pínsaet.
memory — to place in the head — nüno gisie.
tradition — ígal serret
The body’s five senses: hearing — itóget; sight — takket; 

feeling — kccet; smell — üet; taste — küleget.
The dead are usually called sergan — the oíd, but also 

iblegaletmala or purgaletmala, from iblege- to die. The heart 
beat is expressed by kuage ñktimake. The word for invisible 
is tambalet. Concerning the ñame Cuna it is Pérez’ opin
ión that it has something to do with kungilel, the ñame 
they give to the one who first searched for gold. Küngi 
the oíd word for gold. Kungilel should mean the gold 
people.

It is said that in Cuepti a tribe by the ñame of Kuebdí 
has lived.

1 Compiled from notes jotted on loose slips of paper in the manuscript 
material. ED.
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Pérez during his visit in Sweden annotated W a 11 e r
Lehman n’s1 list of Cuna Indian ñames for people. Among
the mistakes can be pointed out:
11. Colo-Gua. Should be Kologua and means yellow. Not 

the ñame of a person.
13- Costa. Spanish word for coast. Not a ñame.
19. Hismet. Corruption of Smith.
21. Absoguedi. Not a person’s ñame but a title, absogedi 

— certain kind of medicine man.
23. Tsécopa. Corruption of Jacob. He was grandfather 

of a chief in Ailigandi known by Pérez.
25. Niga. Means »sobrino». In order to be complete 

it must have another ñame added.
28. Mutsisi. Corruption of Moses.
3i- Pag-La. This according to Pérez is a tree.

According to Pérez the Cuna text presented by L e h- 
m a n n in the same work, page 141, taken from Padre 
Pedro De Dlisa’s Catechismo, belongs to a dialect in 
Darien.

Among the ñames for people which are in use among the 
Cunas there can be noticed such as are in the myths ñames 
of spirits.2 Thus Olotebiligiña is a person’s ñame in present 
day use which is at the same time the mythological ñame 
of what is called in every day language tulu'p- sea lobster 
(Sp. langosta del mar). By retaining the syllable tebiligiña, 
variations can be formed here as with all Cuna ñames having 
four letter prefixes: olo, igua, ina and mani, thus, Olotebili
giña, Iguatebiligiña, etc. used as the ñame of a person; it 
appears as a demon’s ñame in the Organ and Tiegun 
documents.

1 Lehmann 1920, Vol. x, p. 141. After H. A. S. in Zeitschrift für 
Ethnologie, 1873, p. 312.

2 Nordenskióld tried to find out an explanation for this by means 
of a written enquiry to Pérez as to how P e r e z’ father had chosen 
the ñames for his children. The letter was, however, never answered. 
BD.



IV. Relations Between Human Beings and Animáis.
The text on turtles follows as an appendix, beginning on p. 388. 

BD.

Certain animáis are the special friends of man. The saw- 
fish, for example — the suku — is an ally of the Cunas 
and defends them against dangerous beasts. In consequence 
this fish is never killed. When pieces of a whale are found 
on the coral reefs, suku has killed it. But if an entire whale 
is found, it is Venus — Púgsu — that has killed it with 
his arrow. The dolphin is another friend of the Cunas. If 
an Indian capsizes with his canoe, dolphins will come to 
his assistance and carry him to the shore. Even the rattle
snake, as mentioned in the chapter on snakes, is a friend of 
man.

An animal that plays an important part in the life of the 
Cuna Indians — largely as an economical asset — is the 
carey, the water-turtle from which real tortoise-shell is ob- 
tained. It must not be killed. Therefore the Indians, like 
the Chinese, skin the precious plates off the backs of the 
live animáis, which they then again throw defenceless into 
the sea. If anyone kills one of these flayed turtles he will 
provoke resentment from the Indians. I7ike other animáis, 
the turtle was once a human being, and not so very long 
ago at that.

There are many other animáis which custom forbids killing. 
The reason why is not always known. The deer’s exemption 
may perhaps be accounted for by the fact that it is said 
to bring the new-born child. Raptorial and insectivorous 
birds are not eaten, but only such as live on fruit. As 
medicine, one may however eat birds that otherwise are 
not eaten for food. Certain animáis are not eaten because 
their flesh is not palatable. Of monkeys only one species 
is used for food. Ant-bears, sharks and alligators are 
not eaten. The sloth is not eaten but only killed for 
medicine. Tormerly it was not the custom to eat hens’
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eggs, ñor turtle eggs, though iguana eggs, 011 the other hand, 
were eaten. Cayman eggs are not eaten.

Of all animáis, the first specimen of any species that is 
killed must not be eaten by the one what has killed it. It 
has to be handed over to the oíd and experienced hunters, 
for them to eat. When for the first time Pérez caught 
a large fish, his grandfather told him that he must not eat 
any of it himself. The Cuna men carry ‘ the spoils of the 
hunt right into their own huts. Among them it is not the 
custom — as it is among many other Indian tribes — for 
the woman to carry the game into the hut. If anybody has 
killed a tapir he must not keep all the meat for his own 
family but distribute it among all the inhabitants of his 
village.

When an Indian kills an animal he sometimes asks the 
animal’s pardon. An instance of melancholy resignation on 
the part of animáis to the fact that in many cases they 
are given over to the Service of human beings we find in 
a Cuna song, published in this work. It tells of the molluscs 
that are caught from which the animáis are eaten, while the 
shells are thrown away to become habitations of the hermit 
crabs.

The Cuna Indians themselves have animal ñames, that is 
to say the ñames that are of puré Indian origin are those 
of animáis. Even Indians known by European ñames have 
other ñames as well, — their true, Indian ones, — which 
however, they are never very anxious to talk about. If a 
Cuna Indian is asked what his ñame is, he turns to some 
bystander and says: »What is my ñame?», and lets that 
man reply in his stead. A circumstance worth noting is 
that such animal ñames as are used as proper ñames are not 
words employed in colloquial language, but are, on the other 
hand, the ones that are used in the legends which deal with 
the era of the great mythic Heroes. If a person’s ñame is 
Oloalikingina, meaning tapir — alikin, is the part of 
the word which means tapir — it does not on that
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account imply that he is in any way connected with tapirs. 
There is nothing whatever to prevent him from killing a 
tapir or eating the flesh of tapirs.

There are not two persons in the same village with the 
same ñame. Pérez says that most Indians do not know 
what their ñames mean. That is only known to those who 
know the traditions. It is quite possible that the peculiar 
proper ñames of this category are survivals, while the con
ceptions connected with them have fallen into oblivion. It 
speaks for their antiquity that they form no part of mo
dera everyday language.

No clan system based upon totemistic conceptions nowa- 
days exists among the Cunas, but, judging from the ñames 
of the different Cuna tribes, it seems possible that once 
such a system actually prevailed. Among such tribes may 
be noted the coati people, the astupin-tule, the black mon- 
key people, uma-tule, the ant people, igli-tule, etc.

There are numerous medicines that bring luck in hunting. 
When two persons are out hunting, and one of them has 
made use of medicine it is only he who will succeed in 
shooting anything.

Thus, before going out hunting one may quite appro- 
priately sing, the night before, the vulture song. Pérez 
does not know that song, but he generally fixes it up with 
someone else who knows it, before he goes out hunting. It 
is an excellent thing to bathe in water into which the sweet- 
smelling bisep herb has been put. It is, however, necessary 
to know the origin of bisep and the bisep song, which it is 
customary to sing before setting out. The smell of bisep at- 
tracts the game to the hunter, to whom the animáis wish to 
make lo ve. Both the song and the incantation regarding bisep 
are here published in picture-script (plates XI—XII). 
Pérez himself, before going out hunting, has repeated the 
bisep incantation and chanted the bisep song. As he intended 
to hunt agouti, he mentioned that animal in the song.

The subject matter of the bisep song will be found in
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another place (p. 612). The turtles from which realtortoise-shell 
is obtained are of very great importance to the Cunas. Quite 
naturally these Indians therefore take great pains to obtain 
success in the hunting of these animáis. As always, it is 
very important to know the history of the creation of such 
game as one proposes to hunt. Like everything else, the 
turtles are the children of God and the first woman, Oloti
lilisop. The first thing she bore was a boy. He was washed, 
and the umbilical cord cut off. God threw this to one of 
his assistants, and it fastened round his waist like a hip cord. 
After the boy there carne blood in clots, and this God trans- 
muted into a red color stuff, mágeba, designed to be used 
in face-painting for attracting women. Thereafter was born 
a girl, and the umbilical cord was flung in the direction of 
another woman, who was a daughter of God’s wife, and 
fastened round her waist where it changed itself into a piece 
of string, mudup. Thereafter carne blood which changed 
into a red dye substance, mágeba, designed to be used in 
painting the face for the purpose of attracting men. It is 
for this reason that the women paint themselves a great 
deal.

After this, Olotililisop had white menses, and thereupon 
she bore the white tortoise which resembled the present-day 
one. She bore a male and a female, and these, too, each 
had an umbilical cord. Then God’s wife menstruated red 
matter, upon which the red tortoise was born, first the male 
and then the female, each with its umbilical cord.

Next, the menses of Olotililisop were yellow, and then was 
born the yellow tortoise, male and female. They, too, had 
umbilical cords, and these the tortoises made use of in in- 
venting cotton. The afterbirth was changed into big ani
máis.

In the same way the rest of the tortoise species were born. 
After that the mother had menses that were black, and then 
she bore the black monkey, ulul, similar to the species now 
existing. First she bore a male, ulitule, and then a female,

25
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ulisop. As soon as the male was born he touched the genital 
organs of the sister, and then God said: »That is how you 
will remain all your life, attracting many women to yourself ». 
The mother then had red menses, and bore a male and a 
female of the red monkey, urna. They, too, had umbilical 
cords, and these were changed into hip cords designed to 
attract the tortoises.

Again the mother bore the sea-lion, tiachu, male and 
female. The blood from their umbilical cords was changed 
into domestic fowls and other birds. In the same way the 
umbilical cord of the white tortoise was changed into gulls, 
ducks and a multitude of other birds. Then the mother 
had blue menses and bore a large number of plants of dif
ferent kinds, such as blue bísep, etc. These are used for 
washing the head so as to make one attractive to tortoises. 
The blood that was spilt on the ground changed into píryas, 
places which tortoises frequent.

From the above will be seen the importance of the um
bilical cord in this history of the creation of the world. Among 
other things it is changed into the cord that the women use 
for keeping their hip cloth in its place. Therefore this cord 
plays an important part in Cuna magic when the men are 
out to catch tortoises. When a woman is about to have 
her menses, her husband gives her a piece of string, mudup, 
for her to wear until her menstruation is over. After that 
she hands it back to the man, who ties it round his harpoon. 
The man then takes a medicine bath. The woman comes 
to the man, but it is better for him to deny her in order 
not to lose his strength. She that has worn the string is 
entitled to one-half of the tortoises that have been harpooned. 
The woman need not necessarily be the man’s wife.

The black monkey, ulul, also plays a part in hunting 
magic. Its heart is burnt to ashes which are carried on the 
person by the hunter of turtles. This is done because ulul 
was created simultaneously with those animáis. In the 
same way are used all those birds that were created from the
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umbilical cords and from the blood that carne from them. 
Even the plants that Olotililisoft bore on the same occasion 
are used as medicine in turtle-hunting.

Thus it will be seen how the legend of the creation of the 
turtles supplies explanation of the different kinds of hunting 
magic used in the capture of these animáis.

As I have mentioned, the turtle having the true tortoise- 
shell must not be killed. On one occasion Pérez caught 
a turtle, killed it, and ate of its flesh. After that he was 
never able to catch any more turtles until he had taken 
medicine. It will also bring trouble if one eats the flesh of

Fig. 24. Canoe with turtle, wooden toy. GM.35.15.64, Cueptí. Coll. Wassén. 
Scale, 1/4.

one of these turtles, as then one’s children get the itch and 
sore eyes.

There are many other kinds of hunting medicine. When 
going out hunting it is usual to put intó one’s game-bag 
beaks of vultures, muía, or mursift. Eagles’ heads are kept 
in the hut, and before starting on a hunt a few scrapings are 
taken from the head and placed together with other medicines 
in the water which is drunk in order to obtain information 
as to the whereabouts of the game it is intended to seek. 
Jaguars’ hearts are eaten to instill courage. The flesh may 
be eaten, or the heart may be burnt to ashes which are used 
for medicine. The face of a jaguar may be used in the same 
way. The skin on the legs of a jaguar is burnt, and the ashes 
are used in a foot-bath to give endurance in walking.

Several dances practiced by the Cunas are known by 
animal ñames, as, for instance, the coati dance and the 
tapir dance. Of dances of this description I know the parti-
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culars of only one, viz. the uchae (agouti) dance, which I 
have referred to in connection with the puberty festivals.

In the account of the nether world I have mentioned that 
in that región are punished those that have been cruel to 
animáis. When the Cunas forbid maltreatment of dogs and 
other animáis this should hardly be taken to imply a love of 
animáis in the ordinary sense. We have seen to what extent 
man may have to depend on animáis, and how for reasons 
of magic one may skin, but not kill, »true» turtles. The 
Talamanca Indians do not maltreat dogs for the reason 
that in the nether world they will be carried by a dog across 
a certain river. The reason why certain animáis are not 
eaten or killed ought to be carefully inquired into in each 
individual case.

From what I have here given it will be clearly apparent 
that the Indians believe that animáis act and reason in the 
same wTay as human beings do. »We and the animáis are 
much the same», as Pérez once told me.

A'p'pendix to »Relations Between Human Beings and Animáis»: 
The Creation of the Turtles {La Creación de las Tortugas).

The following Spanish text, catalogued as GM .31,2j .1. (pp. 39—42) 
is a record in ink by Rubén Pérez Kantule from the 
dictation of Nele de Kantule in Ustúpu. The translation 
from Spanish to Swedish on which the pnglish text is based, was 
made by Nordenskióld, as was the case with tlie other notes 
by him. Nordenskióld has made a note on the manuscript 
to the effect that there exist creation stories of the same kind about 
other animáis. He writes further in a note on this: »This incantation 
(about the creation of the turtles) I do not have in picture-writing 
but only as written down by Pérez in Spanish but it exists in 
picture-writing also, and I have a very similar incantation treating 
the creation of the scorpions. In this we see a representation of Olotili
lisobi expelling red clots of menstruation, and the womb where the 
scorpions are born is pictured as a house. A way of drawing the 
womb as a house appears also in another connection. It is very 
probable that the recordiug of the incantation in picture-writing 
as a help for the memory contributes to the fact that the Indians 
from generation to generation preserve the incantations unchanged».
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The incantation in picture-writing about tlie scorpions, tiol, referr
ed to here is given in plates II—IV. It embraces pp. 6—8 of the 
picture-writing, GM.27.27.1438. The place from which it comes is 
not given. ED.

Original text.
Construyó [Dios] una casa de 

[kiapapak] y en medio puso mesa 
de diferentes colores con sus pa
tas ramificadas y sobre la mesa 
puso tela blanca y sobre esta 
otra tela blanca que es mas del
gada y sobre esta puso platos 
o nogas y sobre esta Nana 
Olotililisop [se] sentó con la cara 
hacia Este y sentó arrodillada.

Entonces Dios dijo vamos a 
criar las cosas para los nietos y 
vino a la luz un varón y después 
se baña al recién nacido en las 
nogas y [cortó el] simutub y [lo] 
tiró adonde [estaba] parado [un] 
ayudante de Dios y el [cordon 
umbilical] se enredó en la cin
tura del hombre y este llamó 
[olokuilotub] ó [mudup].

Despúes del varón salieron 
sangre en bolas y dijo Dios que 
este se con vertió en [Magep] 
y hizo para pintar la cara para 
atraer a las mujeres.

Translation.
[God] built a house [kiapapak]1 

and in the middle he placed 
tables1 2 of different colors with 
branching legs. On the table 
he placed a white cloth3 4 and on 
this another thinner white cloth 
and on this he placed plates or 
nogas1 and 011 this Nana Olotilili
sop5 sat with her face towards 
the east. She sank down on her 
knees.

Then God said: Eet us create 
the thing for our grandcliildren 
and so a boy was born. The 
newborn child was bathed in 
nogas6 7 and he [God] cut off the 
umbilical cord and threw it to 
an assistant and the umbilical 
cord fastened itself round the 
waist of the man and it was 
called [olokuilotub]8 9 or [mudup]8.

After the boy, carne blood in 
clots and God said that this would 
change itself into [mágeba]10 
and he made it for the men to 
paint their face with and attract 
women with.

1 In eight layers. By this is meant the human body.
2 Means here the woman's vulva.
3 The skin of the vulva.
4 Here is meant that God lay long with his wife.
5 God’s wife.
6 Here it is a question of real cups.
7 The umbilical cord.
8 The ñame of a kind of thread.
9 The cord with which the women tie up their dress.
10 Bixa orellana L.
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Despúes vino [una muchacha] 

a la luz y el simutub se echó 
adonde está otra mujer o hija de 
madre [Olotililisop] y enredo en 
la cintura y se convertió en olo
kuilotub ó mudup. Y la sangre 
vino después y convertió en 
[magep] para pintar la cara y 
para atraer los hombres por eso 
la mujer pinta mucho.

Y los nombres de mudup:
Olóepirdili — Maniepirdíli, 

Olosapurdili — Manisapurdíli, 
Münaépirnai — Münasapurnai.

Después la madre vió la purba 
sibuguat y después vino a la luz 
el carey blanco parecido a [el] 
que se encuentra hoy, [vinieron] 
dos uno macho y otro hembra, 
tienen también sus simutub.

Después [la] madre vió purba 
kinit y diual kinit, y después 
vino a la luz la tortuga roja y 
vino primero macho y después 
hembra [con] simutub ó olokuilo- 
tub.

Después [la] madre vió purba 
amarilla y después vino a la luz 
la tortuga amarilla macho y 
hembra. Tienen sus simutub 
que las tortugas usaron para in
ventar el algodón. Y el eüü se 
convertió en animales grandes.

After this [a girl] was born and 
the umbilical cord was thrown 
to another woman or daughter 
to the mother [Olotililisop]. It 
fastened itself round her waist 
and was changed into olokuilo- 
tub or mudup. The blood carne 
afterwards and was changed into 
mageba for face painting to attract 
men. Therefore the women paint 
themselves very much.

The ñames of mudup are as 
follows:

After this the mother saw 
pürba sibuguat1 2 3 and so the white 
turtle was born like those one 
finds today. There were two, a 
male and a female. Even they 
had their umbilical cords.

After this the mother saw 
pürba kinit [red menstruation], 
and diual kinit2 and after this 
the red turtle was born. First 
a male carne and then a female 
with simutub or olokuilotub.

After this the mother saw a 
yellow pürba [menstruation] and 
so the yellow turtle was born, 
male and female. They had 
their umbilical cords which the 
turtles used for inventing cot
ton.4 Their nest (e mm)5 was 
changed into large animáis.

1 See the ñames in the Spanish versión. They have been left untrans- 
lated by Pérez and Nordenskióld. FD.

2 White menstruation. Indicates that she had this kind.
3 Here diual is used in the same meaning as menstruation — pürba- 

Otherwise it means river.
4 Here the cotton cord which the women wear round the waist is referred 

to. With this they fasten a little cloth around the waist. When a woman
begins to menstruate the husband gives her a hip-cord for her to wear until 
the menstruation has ceased. Then she gives it back to the man wTho



Después vino a la luz la tortu
ga negra hembra y macho.

Después la [tortuga] azul, 
hembra y macho. Después vino 
a la luz la tortuga larga ó wua
lalet.

Después la madre vió la purba 
makumakii kuaskuaskua y vino a 
la luz yáuknínilat, hembra y 
macho.

Después la madre vió purba 
parpat y vino a la luz la tortuga 
parpat.

Después las tortugas peque
ñas hembra y macho. Después 
[vinieron] las tortugas blancas 
ó morros, vinieron como vinieron 
los careyes.

Después la madre vió purba 
chichU y vino a la luz el ulul 
parecido a lo q’hoy se encuentra 
y vino macho ó ulitule y hembra 
ó ulisop. Y al venir a la luz [el 
macho] tocó enseguida el organo 
genital de ulisop y entonces 
Dios dijo usted andaran asi 
por toda su vida atrayendo a 
muchas mujeres. Después la 
madre vió otra [purba kinit\ y 
vino a la luz urna o tuleumatule 
y umasop. Tienen sus simutup 
y convertió mudup para atraer

After this the black turtle was 
born, female and male.

After this the bine turtle was 
born, female and male. Then 
the oblong turtle or wualalet was 
born.

After this the mother saw 
pürba makumaku [frothy men- 
struation] kuaskuaskua [means 
almost the same] and so yaukni- 
nilat was born, male and female.

After this the mother saw 
pürba parpat [many - colored 
menstruation] and after this 
there was born the many - 
colored turtle.

After this the small turtles 
were born, female and male. 
After this the white and round 
turtles [were born]. They carne 
in the same way as the carey 
turtles.

After this the mother saw 
pürba chichit [black menstrua
tion] and so ulul [a black ape] 
was born,1 similar to the one 
that now exists, the male ulitule 
and the female ulisop. When 
it was born it immediately 
touched the sex organ of ulisop 
and then God said, you shall al
ways remain like this and during 
your whole life you shall attract 
many women. After this the 
mother saw another pürba pür
ba kinit [red menstruation] and
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fastens it on his harpoon. The man bathes in medicine. The woman 
comes to the man but he should deny her in order not to lose his strength. 
The woman is to have half of the harpooned turtles.

8 Literally means its (e) nest (üüY Here the afterbirth is referred to.
1 The heart of ulul is burned to ashes and these ashes one takes along 

when one hunts the carey. This animal is the medicine for turtle hunting 
because it was born at the same time as the turtles.
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los careyes. Después vino a 
la luz el león del mar vinieron 
hembra y macho y simutub ablis 
se con vertió en aituksíkui. Y 
después [a] hüalasíkui [y] cánir 
hembra y macho.

Carey blanco simutub saila se 
convertió [en] wuársikui, páne 
sibu, páne tüma, pátu, tüto, uírsop 
sucsop, parro, taquir, nirbaepáye, 
uiska, yolin, kártur ó sikuisis.

Después la madre vió purba 
aradiki, y vino a luz bisepárat, 
áchuelyala, \küké\ y nübal y 
bisep sapi en un día servirán 
para lavar la cabeza para atraer 
los careyes.

Después vinieron [akepantup, 
wuesalki, máski, sárki, askae, 
iguatürbakinit, nisal, küga, sáb- 
durkinit, sábdursibuguat, sábdur- 
arat]. La sangre que fué derra
mado en la tierra se convertió 
en Pirya ülusunbaábekua pirya

so there was born urna [red ape], 
the male tuleumatule and the 
female umasop. These had their 
umbilical cords, simutup, and they 
were changed into mudup in or
der to attract carey turtles. 
After this the sea-lion was born, 
the female and the male, and the 
umbilical cord’s ablis [or ablisa — 
blood] were changed into aituk- 
sikui1 and after this into hüala
síkui2 and kánir3, the female 
and male.

The white carey’s umbilical 
cord was changed into wuársi- 
kui [a bird], páne sibu [sea-gull], 
páne tüma [a bird], patu [Spa
nish pato — duck], toto [raven] 
etc.4

After this the mother saw 
purba aradiki [blue menstrua- 
tion], and so there were born 
bísepárat,3 áchuelyala6, [kükey1, 
nübal8, and bisep sapi.9 They 
should be used the same day to 
wash the head with in order to 
catch carey turtles.

After this carne akepantup. .
.10—20

The blood which spilled out 
on the ground was changed into 
pirya ülusunbaábekua pirya,21 
Ulusunba siksika pirya . . ..22—24

1 A bird. The ashes of this bird are used to attract turtles to the hunter.
2 Another bird for the same use.
3 Tame chickeu. Used as the above, but also eaten as medicine.
4 Birds of different kinds which are used, like the above, as medicine 

in hunting carey turtles.
5—9 Different plants which are used in the medicine bath for a success- 

ful turtle hunt.
io—2o Ditto.
2i—24 yhe places where the turtles live. God sent them to these places.
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se fue en esta lugar. Ulusunba 
siksika pirya, Ulusunba kóke- 
kuapirya, Ulusunba nuseluku- 
napirya.

Ulul se mandó por el lugar 
Turua kundiual en este río se 
queda el [Buki-Buki\.

Ulul went to Turua kundiual1. 
At this river is located Buki- 
BukilJ].

V. Incantations For Thunder, Rain, Storms, etc.
Pérez does not know very mucli about any Indians 

who are able to invoke the natural elements but he has, 
however, given me some information.

Thirty or forty years ago, according to what Nele has 
related, there carne a man from Huala to Puturgandi, and 
of this man it was known that he was familiar with the song 
about the lightning. And they asked him if he would sing 
it. He declined to do it and said that it was impossible to 
sing this song in the winter. It was only possible in the 
summer. The people in the village did not believe that he 
knew how to cause thunder and lightning by means of song.

The man then said that he would sing but that he would 
not be responsible if any misfortune occurred after his song.

In the night he began to sing about the origin of the light
ning and the rain, in other words, how they were created 
by God, and he explained that in the middle of the night 
the lightning would strike the house where he had sung and 
he urged everyone to leave it. They did this. The only 
ones who were left were the house’s pigs.

In the middle of the night the lightning struck exactly 
in the place where the man had sat and sung, and it killed 
eight pigs. The house was destroyed. The Indians in the 
village were enraged and the man had to flee.

Nele has told about a similar incident which occurred 
during the period of discovery. There was a Cuna Indian 
near Santa María de la Antigua who could cali down the

1 A river.
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lightning. He was taken captive by the Spaniards and 
carried onboard a Spanish ship which sailed away. Out 
on the sea the man understood that he could not escape 
and then he sang the song about the lightning’s origin. The 
ship carne to a peninsula and some of the Spaniards landed, 
taking the Indian with them. When they were on land the 
lightning struck the ship,. which burned up. When the 
Spaniards who were guarding the Indian saw the catastrophe 
they left the captured Indian, who was then able to escape 
to Nicocli on the Bay of Urabá, and in this way he was saved. 
Many Spaniards died. Porty Cunas who were also onboard 
and who were to be carried away as slaves, were also killed.

Bven farther back in time there lived Kuani. This was 
at the same time as the great neles lived. Kuani was not 
born to be a nele. By constantly looking at the sun he had 
nevertheless acquired the knowledge of a nele. God had 
sent such a terrible drought that all the rivers had dried up 
and the neles tried to make rain but were unable to do it. 
Kuani, however, was successful with his song in getting 
the rain to fall.

Pérez does not know of any modern rain-makers. At 
any rate enough rain falls, and even a little bit more than 
enough. Yórmosa is what they cali the dry season, from 
December to June. Then comes the turtle season, Yanka- 
mosa, which lasts until September. The remaining part of 
the year is called the south time, Kigimosa, when hard 
south winds are blowing. There does not seem to be any 
proper división of the year into months, but they do give 
ñames to shorter periods. Thus Pebruary is anini. It is 
then that the iguana lixards lay their eggs. Tilani, a flower, 
has given the next month its ñame. May is called olorni (?) 
after a certain kind of cricket.

The rain-bow is called süe. One should not point at the rain- 
bow, for if one does, one will get warts on the hand. When 
there are two rain-bows the brighter one is looked upon as 
a man and the other one as a woman.
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Thunder is mala, lightning is ibyett. When it thunders 
one places ones machete outside so that it will cut off the 
lightning. When round lightning appears in a circle (does 
this mean a ball of lightning?) the carey turtles go up on an 
island. Once in Ustúpu Pérez saw such lightning above 
Isla de las Gallinas. He sent three boys there and they 
found a carey.

When a star is near the moon it means that some misfor- 
tune is going to take place.

One fells trees only at the time when the moon is waning.
In order to invoke a storm the Cuna Indians used to burn 

Spanish pepper. Whether they sang any incantation in 
this connection Pérez does not know.

When there is an eclipse of the sun or the moon the albinoes 
shoot with miniature bows and arrows at the monster which 
is devouring the sun or the moon.

VI. Sympathetic Magic.
When Pérez went to Sweden his wife asked him to 

bring back pieces of wood from this country. She had heard 
that it is very coid in Sweden and her purpose was to use 
them against fever. Wood from a coid country should cure 
fever. Stones from coid sections are medicine for fever. 
Constantly one finds among the Cunas a similar line of think- 
ing which is wholly consistent and logical. I shall give a 
number of examples.

In order to get a beautiful singing voice one places gram- 
ophone needles, whistles, and gold and silver bells, in water 
and then drinks this water.

In order to catch turtles with a thick shell one puts pieces 
of heavy pots which one has found in the forest, in the 
bath water.

If one has planted mandioca, one must not lie in ones 
hammock during the day because then the mandioca roots 
will get stringv. When one plants mandioca one shall pulí
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fat women by the leg. This is in order to make the man
dioca roots thick. When one plants cotton bushes one shall 
pulí ones scrotum in order that the cotton fibers will be long.

Cleverly made birds’nests are placed in the bath in order 
that one shall be skilful in weaving baskets.

If one wants to be a skilful canoe builder one sends a piece 
of wood to an Indian who is known for making excellent 
canoes. He makes a little model of a canoe out of the piece 
of wood and gives it to the one who wants to learn. The lat- 
ter places this little canoe in water and then bathes in this 
water. He must bathe his whole body.

When a person uses poison in fishing and there are crabs 
in the water, the poison has no effect. Therefore crabs are a 
method against drunkenness. They are burned to ashes and 
these ashes are placed in the water which is drunk. One 
should not spit in the water when one uses poison in fishing 
because then the fish recover from the poison.

VII. Snakes and Snake Bite, with appendix: Snake 
Medicine Song.

On the mainland, though not on the islands, venomous 
snakes are common, and accidents are fairly frequent. In 
the village of Ustúpu, for example, three men have already 
been snake-bitten this year [1931]. A dark brown kind of 
snake known as igarr is held as the most venomous of all. 
Its poison is said to bring death within a few minutes. Other 
venomous snakes are the coral snake, másarnaibe: a small 
one, púntukkolo, which has a yellow tail; the tapa, with 
markings on its back similar to those of our common adder; 
the arboreal snakes nibanaibe and nábanaibe, and a few more. 
Among common venomous snakes there is also the rattle- 
snake, ükunaibe, but, strange to say, it has the reputation of 
not attacking human beings. It is even said to defend people 
against other snakes. The Indians never kill it. Should 
they happen upon a rattle-snake in their gardens they scare
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it away without doing it any harm. If a rattle-snake were 
killed, its slayer would be pursued by its fellows. The uéko, 
a raptorial bird and a great snake-hunter, must not be 
killed either. If a uéko were wounded, he would tell the 
snakes of it, and they would take vengeance upon the hunter. 
When the rattle-snake goes to heaven it changes itself into 
a railway train.

As already mentioned, certain persons have a kurgin for 
encountering snakes, and are more apt to be snake-bitten 
than ordinary people. There are also persons who know how 
to tame snakes. Nele is a snake-tamer. These Cuna In- 
dians never kill a snake; if they did they would lose their power 
of taming them, and lay themselves open to being snake- 
bitten. When a snake-charmer sets about taming a snake, 
he utters a kind of incantation in which he explains how God 
was the father of the first snakes, and how they wrere born 
of Olotililisop, the mother-of-all. No one unacquainted 
with this incantation is able to tame snakes.

If anyone has been bitten by a snake he must not straight- 
way return to his village, but instead he is taken to a special 
place. Near Ustúpu there is an island which is used in such 
cases. The medicine man goes to this place accompanied by 
some of his nearest relatives in order to attend to the patient. 
The members of the family must arrive there on the same day, 
or else their presence may entail danger to the snake-bitten 
person. In 1928 b I have, from notes supplied me by P é- 
r e z, published a description of the illness that may beset a 
snake-bitten person, according to the way the poison acts 
upon him.1 This descripton must be known by heart by the 
medicine man who, by observing the stages of the action of 
the poison, finds in it instruction as to w’hat medicines he 
ought to use. The medicine man receives from the family of 
the patient a string threaded with glass beads of various 
kinds, in the fashion of a snake, together with sewing needles 
and fish-hooks. By these things the medicine man is

1 Republished in this work. See appendix, p. 399. ED.
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supposed to be protected from snake-bites. The medicine 
man ought not to eat Spanish pepper or the flesh of large 
animáis, ñor should he consort with his wife.

If a person has been bitten by a snake, the women of his 
family put on their molas with the wrong side out for the 
reason that the figures with which it is ornamented might 
otherwise do harm to the sick man and prevent him from 
recovering. They also strip off their bangles and ankle 
rings.

If a man has killed a snake he ties round the neck of his 
youngest child, who has not yet learned to talk, a cotton 
thread in order that the child will not become a stutterer. 
A machete with which a snake has been killed is thereby ren- 
dered unfit for use for some considerable time.

If anyone sees a coral snake, másarnaibe, there will 
shortly be a death in his family.

When anyone has been snake-bitten, a host of evil spirits 
gather, bent upon attacking him. I have heard of a medi
cine man who collected all sorts of pictures out of trade cata
logues and illustrated periodicals. If anybody then got bit- 
ten by a snake or became seriously ill in some other way he 
would burn all those bits of paper, and strew the ashes about 
the house within which the patient lay. All those pictured 
objects then changed into a vast shopping emporium, and 
the evil spirits that were congregating upon the house got so 
busy looking at all the wonderful things contained in that 
store that they had no time to spare for the sick person. 
Nele, also collects pictures in large variety, although P é- 
r e z knows nothing about the way he uses them.

Appendix: Naibe ina — Snake Medicine Song.
The original of this snake medicine song may be found in GM. 27. 

2J.1444, where it consists of a text written in part in pencil in Cuna, 
in part in picture writing. The text and picture-writing were pub
lished by Nordenskióld in 1928 b, pp. 25—48 and pls. 1—2, 
but on account of the great number of corrections in spelling and 
translation which were made in this text during Pérez’ stay
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in Gothenburg I have however considered it best to republisli the 
text and picture-writing here. The two pages of picture-writing 
appear here as plates V—VI.

Nordenskióld used in the versión formerly printed the 
form )>nacbe (culebra)» but with the notation »mejor náybe». Here 
the form used by Pérez, naibe, is adopted.

Regarding the meaning of the naibe ina text Nordenskióld 
wrote in 1928 b, p. 2:

DNácbe ina means snake medicine. Here is described the course 
of a case of illness and the medicines that are the proper ones to 
employ. It gives an account of what demons are causing this particular 
illness, and where they are to be found. Presumably Nácbe ina is 
a sort of memorándum for the use of those aspirant medicine 
men, who have to be instructed as to what demons invade man
kind in different cases, and what medicines should be used.» . . .

The original record was made by Pérez in 1926. The teacher 
seems to have been Oloninipe of the village Ailigandi. BD.

Naibe, ina. 
culebra medicina

The numbers above the Cuna words refer to the picture-writing, 
pl. V—VI.

2
1) No kichi kóte/ye, pili pá sega póni

Sapo glándula llamo capa tercera hasta [enfermedad]
1

ülukküetse. Tule naímali ülukküet 
cansado a hombre pierna descansado

kudagoe 
va sentir (?) esta

poni
(la) enfermedad 

, 4
bátsálchichitti2,

» negro
2) No kichi 

Sapo glándula

3
nakkusal. [M.]: batsal1,

cuando adquirido (está)
5 . 6 

batsálmolinakiit?, bátsá Iniskágasaefi.
» anta pierna parecida

pal(Í) kóte pali cimba pili 
vuelve llamar otra vez todavía capa

1 4 Ñames of medicinal plants which Pérez did not know the Spanish 
equivalents for. Many of them probably have only Indian ñames. [M] 
indicates the medicine.
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7a
pa sega 

tercera hasta

7
poní kannargüase. A tule

(la) enfermedad recio (este) hombre
8

kudagógu bel nak kannaremai. [M.]: mammar / kinitti1, 
va estar con pierna inflexible está » colorado,

9 io n
mammar¡chichitti2, mammar¡sibü3, mammar/sibügüat/seriíkgüat1.

» negro, » blanco, » blanco pequeño.
12

igala bali 13No kichi pal(Í) kóte pali tada kalalukise5.
sol camino por reumatismo al

A tule itótagogu bel nak nunumake.
(esta) persona va sentir con pierna dolorida

14 *5 ió 17
[M.]: igüaüala, bailaüala, nakkiüala, uasaüala.

palo de tinta
18

Nó kichi pal (i) kote pali tada igala bali
sol camino por

19
kalalükki/kikinyalet/se. A tule itótagogu bel naíüal

reumatismo a el interior de la pierna

nün(u)make bel küllemai6 ■ yobi. [M.]:
20

sik/nükal,
dolorida con como diente

21
riíansattüal,

22
ararüala, 
azul palo

23
ararualpurrig üat. 

azul palo pequeño.

5) Nó kichi pal(Í)
24

kóte pali tada
sol

igala bali

25
kalalükki/kilakilat/se. A tule pega1 sóltágoe bel 

[otra clase de reumatismo] vos para va decir con
1—4 Ñames of medicinal plants.
5 The demon who causes rheumatism.
6 To gnaw.
7 Always refers here to the medicine man.
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26 27
[M.]: küala, küala ¡kórdikit,

escoba(?) amarilla
kilakila küisküal/tadole. 
radiendo pinchando

28 29
iskinküala,1 küalapurriguat.

escoba (?) pequeña 
30 3i

6) No kichi pal(i) kóte pali tada igala bali Pügasu/se1 2 3 4.
Venus al.

A tule pega soitagoe bel nunumaket ittolege tikalti
vos para va decir con dolor siento costado el

32 , 33
maimaia bel ittole(ge) baliye. [M.]: take, take/kínit, 
picando con siento ortiga, ortiga colorada

34
maltake,

,35
takeae.

cielo ortiga ortiga
36 z 37

7) No kichi pal(i) kóte pali tada igala bali Udóle/sez.
» al

Pela maimaia ittóle tal nunumaket ittóle tule
picando siento hay dolor siento persona

soitagóe. 
va decir

40

38 39
[M.]: napkial, napkialtükuarrat,

» arriba azu 
4i

napkial/tabú/nükarkiit11, napkial/tabu/nükarkiit/purrigüat.
» » diente parece » » diente parece pequeño.

42 _,43
8) No kichi pal(i) kóte pali tada igala bali Olele2.

Pella) nun(u)make ittóle amba pega soitapalóe.
todavía (?) vuelve a decir

1 iskin, little lizard-like animal.
2 Pügaso or Pügso, as well as tJdóle, Olele, Üikádilel named in the 

following, are here the ñames of illnesses. They are mentioned in Cuna 
mythology as brothers.

3 See the above note.
4 Tábu ñame of a fish.

26
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44
[Mj: naras,

naranja

45
naras ole, 

limón

46
nwsnaras,

gusano naranja [medicina]
47

naraskiit ó kia.
naranja parece [Sp.]

48 z 49
9) No kichi pal(i) kóte poli tada igala bali TJikalilel{e)r.

Nunumakadi anki óbinépie ittóle soitagóe.
dolor mi en quiere vencer (me) siento va decir

50 5i 52 53
[M.]: tiiko, tiikokinit, iko, iko/kinit nalup.

» colorado » colorado [una palma].

54 5510) Nó kichi pál(i) kote pali tada igala bali bóó /drat/se1 2.
nubes azul a

Emidi tule óepie pega küdagóe.
ahora persona desmayar vos para va sentir (?)

56 57 58 59
[M.]: sik/nügar, ñansat/üala, drar/üala, drar/üala/purrigüat.

diente palo azul palo azul palo pequeño

11) Nó kichi pal (i) kóte pali aküatinagan/kine3
bajos los en

pel(a)
6o

akuanüsu u ksi¡ünnit¡sei 
gusano de las piedras

ámba
todavía

nunumake/ye
dolor

mdtdrre 
con masa

maliüdlpa
subiendo

ainakküialtae. 
en (la) pierna

61
[M.]: poisímas,

62 63
po'isímasmdchi, poisímas/arat,

hijo azul

64
poisímaskórdikit.

amarillo

1 See note 2, page 401.
2 Ñame of a sickness.
3 Stone bottom in the sea. 
♦ Medicine.
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12) No kichi pal(i) kóte pali tómal/magatipali piríagan¡kvtie
mar (en) la alta remolinos en

65
U usibugüa¡se7 peí tule süü pílbil ittoküsjye
Uu blanco al con persona vértigo dando vueltas siento ya

66 67 68
soitagóe. [M.]: ügla, üglasé¡nikküat, üglajtübalet,
va decir » pequeño bejuco

69
ügla / túbalet¡purrig uat. 

bejuco pequeño
70

13) No kichi pal(i) kóte poli piriagankine Üü ¡chichigua ¡se.
remolinos en Uu negro al

71 72 73
[M.]: Naibefuala, naibe/üal/tümat, naibeüal/kínit,

culebra palo culebra palo grande colorado

74
naibe¡üal¡purrigüat.

pequeño
Amba süü pilbíl chichi

también(?) vértigo dando vueltas negro
immal égi selegetanikiti átákküsjye soitagóe

cosas en el flotando pareciendo se ve va decir.
14) No kichi pal(iy kóte pali piríagan¡kine

,75 . 7^ 77 ,
[M.]: küiba, küibakínit, 

colorada
U ütümmatiküíbatürbaünitti/se. 

[nombre de enfermedad] al
78

küibasago(a), 
de dos colores

. 79
küibasibugüat.

blanca
Amba süü pílbil chichi

ittodagóe tia shülil péga¡naoe
va sentir desmayo tal vez vos para estará.

80
No kichi pal(i) kote poli tiküküsailaganse.

tikuku jefes al
1 The illness spirit UÜSibugÜa is found among the whirlpools in the 

open sea.
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8i 82 83 84
[M.J: tikükü, tikñkü/kínit, niaachelkala, niaachelkalpurrigüat.

colorado [ma-diablo] pequeño
Naisabül shüli mainaoe bbelüalale »
pantorilla sin estará forma alargada.

85
Nó kichi pál(ij kóte pali tiküküsóso üalünitse

[nombre de enfermedad] al.
86 87 88 89 . e

[M.]: sóso, sósouit, silel, sileltummadi. Amba naisabül
largo grande pantorilla

shüli
sin

bel¡kdra¡bel¡naoe. 
con flaco con irá

17) Nó

mamaoe 
estará 

kichi pal(i) kote pali südlnaipilibali1 
palo encima

9°
akü iküipüntorkanpinakolet /se. 

[nombre de enfermedad]

91
[M.]: Su2, 

higuerón

, 92 
sukínit,

» colorado
93

sua?,
hobo

94
malsua.

18) No kichi pal(i) 
96

achupinakolet ¡se 4 
perro hipo al

Tule
persona

kóte

pinakólet
hipo

eknaküóe. 
el va quedar

95
poli tada igala

97 98 , 99
[M.]: inaólo, inaólo ¡kinit, kugtarra,

colorado

bali

100
kugtarrachichit. Tule pinakólet eknáküpaloe pina

(muy) negro persona hipo vuelve a quedar hígado(?)
ikilikil küdagóe.

»contraido » va sentir
19) Nó kichi pal(i) kote pali nápáküamákkalet5 

tierra solida
úkáka
última

1 The illness demon is found in the top of a tree.
2 Crescentia cujete L.
3 Spondías lútea L.
4 This demon causes hiccoughs, pinakólet (Sp. hipo).
5 This demon stays in the earth.
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IOI
kine níapurrigüase. [M.]: 

en (la) diablo pequeño al
104 105

nülürüa, nü¡ürua ¡kinit. 
paloma » colorada

102
ürüakasib(u), 
urua blanca

103
serganürüa, 
vieja »

A tille pega soidagoe 
(esta) persona vos á va decir

tule purriguat 
persona pequeña 

20) Nó kichi pal(i)

pükitar 
bastante 

kóte

tanisünie. 
está viniendo

106
tábumachigan¡se. [M.]:

(de) tábus hijos (los) á
109 

salfsib,
» blanco 

[sal = una planta] .
soitagóe tule abgan üala-üala 

cuerpos flacos

107
sapansibu,

» blanco

poli temalmagattibali 
mar en la fuera 

108
sapansib ¡seriíkk üat, 

blanco pequeño
110

sal¡sib/senikküat.
pequeño

A tule pega

21) No kichi 
112

üpsansailaganfse.2 
algodones jefes al.

115
toilüpsan

pal(i) kóte

[M-l:

(üpsanyaragüat), 
algodón color humado

saaletalege 
pareciendo 

iii
poli tüda

. ZI3 
U psan/sibug üat, 
algodón blanco

116
üpsanarat. 

azul

eóo1
dos

tani¡ye.
vienen

igala pali 
114

üpsan¡kinit,
colorado

A tille

pega soidagoe üpsanpükkitar tule ti/se tanisünie
muchos persona agua en viene a traer

nüe pürremülal¡ye. 
bien rueca haga.

abin
alístate

22) Nó kichi pal(i) kote pali 
117 ,tadañluebigégüase. [M.]:

118
tüda igala pali

H9
inabürtakegüamünibogüat\ 

plata dos reales (?)
1 Referring to two people.
2 Here a sickness.
3 Maní from money.
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120
inabwrtakég üa¡manipalcegüat, 

plata cuatro reales

121
inab ürtakég üamaniatalet, 

plata cinco reales
122

inab ürtakég üas üittonküenat. 
peso uno

tule, pega soidagoe 
va decir

üludi bülalegeMnisunie petakenye. 
canoa velas con se viene ya fíjate

124
23) No kichi pal(i} koie pali cimba tada igala pali

123 125 126
tadg/uluebigégüase. [M.]: güalasibugüat, gualakordikit, 

escoba blanca escoba amarilla
127 128

iskingüala, güalapurrigüat.
» escoba escoba pequeña

üludi bülalegetanisürííe. 
canoa velas con se viene ya.

129 130
24) Nó kichi pal(i) kóte pali tada ülu

Amba tule pega soidagoe

yakine 
sol canoa adentro

131 132 133
esnorrisailaganfse. [M.]: tursaaila, tursailasenikküat,

machetes jefes de (los) al tur jefe » jefe pequeño
134 135
esa, esabíligüa. A tule pega soidagoe an náísabul 
(?) » torcida mi pantorilla

marlialifsunye. 
comenzando abrirse

136 #
25) Nó kichi pál(i) kóte pali naibetñbaküarat/se1.

culebra azul a

[M.j:
137

naiüal1 2, nüsnaiüal, 
gusano »

139
aisal,

(?)■

140
aisalkilágüa. 

» corto

1 A non-poisonous snake.
2 Used in basket weaving.
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Naiüalyalabali 
por el lado

arra-arra meglstae.
azulejo siempre se pone

26) No kichi pali kote pali mokil
nube

pili
capa

yalabali 
por el lado

141
uákupkinit/sel- 

ñame rojo a
145

ugla/tubalet/kínit. 
bejuco colorado

142
ugla,
(?)

*43
ügla/kínit,

colorada
144üglatubalet,
bejuco

Abagan bel yesal tule sae.
cuerpo con caliente persona hace

27) Nó kichi pal (i)

147
chichíbatummadi/se. 

negro grande al
(o sea q’ no da fruta:

146
kóte pali tada 

148
[M.j: chichi üdla,

negro palo
q’ busca todos 4)2.

igala pali
149,150,151 
sabdiirmachi 
Genipa hijo

A tule pega
chichi tailenaoe bel nugal san küdurege.
negro quedar va con diente carne negro

152 a
28) Nó kichi pal(i) kóte pali tada igala pali

I52 153 154
chichíbatotógua/se. [M.j: tirmolsapi, tirmolsdpifsenikkuat,
negro pequeño a tirmol árbol pequeño

155 156 , 4
padirtüttu, padirtüttu/kínit. Amba tule pega kuttukuttu
pddir flor » flor colorada manchado
taile pég(a) naóe.

quedar vos para va
157 158

Nó kichi pal(i) kóte pali tada 
sol

Ulu yakine 
canoa en

159 160 161
nüsasai lagan/se. [M.j: ' Obsibugüat, bb/chichit,
ratones jefes a maiz blanco maíz negro

1 The illness demon stays among the clouds.
2 Rxplanations by Pérez in the Cuna text.
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162 163
oblkinit, obfkórdikit.

maíz colorado maíz amarillo
oba kümbie. 

maíz quiero comer

A tule, pega soidagoe an 
va decir yo

30) No kichi pal(i) kote pali yalam üllum üllugan/kine 
cerros en (los)

3i)

32)

164 165 166 167
mullirniulli/al. [M.]: ob/sibñgüat, ob/chichit, ob/kínit,

a maíz blanco negro colorado
168

ob/kordikit. Ámba tule pega kotdapale an oba kümbie.
amarillo vuelve llamar

No kichi pdl(i) kóte pali yola pürbakine poni
montaña alma en (el) [espí-

169 170 171
müllimüllikiitdi/se/ye.1 [M.]: sapi, sapi/senilcküat,

ritu] a árbol árbol pequeño
172 173

üasapi, üasapi/purrigüat. A tule amba oba
[nombre de árbol] pequeño maíz

kümbie pega sógetágóe
quiero comer vos a va decir.

I752
No kichi pal(i) kóte poli píli/pakke/kine poni

capa cuarta en
176 *77 178

sibugüa/se. [M.]
enfermedad blanca a

mogila/sibugüat, mogila/kordikit, 
nube blanca nube amarilla

179 180
süagia, süagia ¡purrig üat. 

pequeña
A tule pega sibugüa talle naoe. 

blanca parecer va
181

No kichi pal(i) kóte pali fiüruasibñgüa/se. 
viento blanco al

1 The illness demon is found in the mountains.
2 174 = 2, the second of the two pages of picture-writing (pl. VI).
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182 183 184 185
[M.] : küilupu, marya1, maryajkínit, mar y a ¡ purrig üat.

guanábana, colorada, pequeña
A tule pega tia ndóe bel sibu taile nápaloe.

desmayar va con blanco quedar vuelve
186 187

34) Nó kichi pal (i) kóte poli tada Ulu ydkine
sol canoa adentro (del)

i88 189 190 191
y arbi¡ kordikit ¡se. [M.]: pagua, pagüaj purrig uat, nübipagua,

anguila amarilla a pequeño
192

paguatukugisanmaket. A tule pega kordikit agemaikuoe 
amarillo vomitando

shulile kalesat/yakine
(si) no mordida lugar adentro

kordikit aryomaioye.
amarillo derramar va a

35) No kichi pal(i) kote pali
193

pzli¡pa¡kine 
capa tercera en

194
poni kordikit ¡se. 

amarilla a (la)
^95,

[M.]: nisal¡kínit,
urucú colorado

196
nisaljkólogua, 

urucú amarillento

197
nisal ¡sibuguat, 

blanco
x?8

nisal¡kinit/üaüat. Amba tule kordikit agemai pe tdkoe. 
urucú colorado peludo amarillo vomitando tu a ver

199 200
36) Nó kichi pal{i} kote pali pürüa¡kínitdi¡se. [M.]: muchüka, 

viento colorado al
201 202 203

müchukajpiligüa, yaala, askala. A tule pega küénsakabi
torcido una pura [sangre]

agemaikuoe shulil tianaóe.
vomitando tal vez desmayar va

• 204
37) Nó kichi pál(i) kóte pali pili/pakke/kine poni

capa cuarta en enfermedad

1 Anona muricata L.
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205 206 205
kinitdi/se. [M.]: segun/sápi, según/sapiesaiálabálit,

colorada a (la) según árbol
208 209

segun/tüba, según ¡tuba ¡saidlabalit. A tule pega kuénsakabi
bejuco pura sangre

ágemaiküóe shülil nukar sandar pali áriotagóe shülil
vomitando tal vez diente carne entre echará tal vez
abli(sá) sádütágóe.
sangre obrará

2io(?)
No kichi pál(i) kóte pali temalmagatdibali (táda 

mar alta (la) en sol
211 212 

igála bali)1 balusailagan/se. [MJ: taklce,
camino en (el) ? jefes al. ortiga

213
tákke/kínit, 

ortiga colorada
214 215

mál/tákke, tákkeae. 
cielo ortiga

A tule bel abagan ugáka/se 
con cuerpo todo en (el)

arbógemai
cayendo

kudagoe üimakkemai.
quedará sudando

216 a
39) No kichi pál(i) kóte poli táda igala bali póni

sol camino en (el) enfermedad
216 217 218 219 220

altedegua/se. [M.]: nigla, nigla/senikkuat, kuegi, kuógi¡kínit.
(?) a ? pequeño ? colorado

Kalesat/kine tede yáktagoe abe.
mordida en (la) gota echando sangre

221 222
40) No kichi pál(i) kóte pali táda igala bali achu/kinitdi/se

sol camino en perro colorado al
223 224 225 226

[M.j: áskála, muchüka, muchüka ¡biligua^ yaála. Bel
torcido con

kinitdibi sadumai küdagoe sol noebie. 
rojo puro obrando quedará anus quiere salir

1 The illness demon is found in the open sea on the path of the sun.
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227 228
41) Nó kichi pál(i) kóte pali p'ílinergua/se pattiksailagan/se.

capa sexta a (la) hicotea1 jefe a
229, 230 231 232

[M.j: pinüe, pinüesólegüa, pinüemasalualkiít, pinüeüáüagua.
Tule üan topi küdagóe üan kagamai küdagóe. 

Persona penis hundirse quiere penis halando

42) Nó kichi pal (i) kote

234
tingübsailagan/se. 

tortugas jefe de (las) al
238

[M.]
235 
sa t te

233
pali pilinergüa/se

capa sexta a (la) 
236

satteüeüe,
237

sattesüi,

salte ¡üaüat. 
oloroso

Amba tule ñus 
Todavía persona penis

kagamai
halando

Icudagoe.
quedará

43) No kichi pal(i) kóte pali
239

tada
sol

igala bali 
camino en

240
iskuasailagan/se. [M. ]:

jefe a
243,

sédotuttu/achünet/kinit, 
por la tarde flor que se abre colorada

Niis pükital batdiál/sünna
estrella muchas cayendo

241 242
ii/sapi, ii/sapi/sénikküat,

árbol pequeño
244

sédotuttu/achünet/kordikit. 
que se abre amarilla

44) Nó kichi pal(i) kote

pe takmalye. 
»fíjate»

245 
tada 
sol

pali igala

246
bali sámimsailagan/se.

? jefe (los) al
248

[M.]:

249

247,
kannirtekiigüat,

250
kannirtekiiguat ¡purriguat, kannir/tuttu, kdnnir/tiít/purriguat.

Pilupilugüakii 
en »ruedas»

pequeño
yatoideye

llaga

flor
kalesat/kine. 

mordida en (la)

flor pequeña

1 A kind of edible fresh water turtle.
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45) Nó kichi pal(i) kote pali ti 
río

e 251póni üküpsigakiítdi/se1
[nombre de enfermedad]

. 253naibe¡übki¡ arrat / purrigüat, 
pequeña

tükku bali parrinákakine 
en cabecera en (la)

232
[M.]: naibe/übki¡arrat,

culebra » azul

254
naibe¡übki¡ kinit, 

colorada

255
naibe¡übki ¡kinit ¡purrig üat.

pequeña
ánaküiali sóge?
subiendo dice

46) No kichi pal (i)

256
Naibeüéüegüa¡se. [M.]: 

culebra

(nakymali yalabali pisupisu 
pierna en el lado en curvas

kote pali pUi¡pakke¡kine 
capa cuarta en

257 , 258
Úñrgüna, úñrgünajsénikkuat,

pequeño
259 260
sua?, malsua. (nak)mali yalabali ainakuiali

hobo cielo hobo pierna en el lado subiendo
murrumurru sóge.

»áspero» dice
261

47) Nó kichi pal(i) kóte pali Naibepñnaaküanükkubayóbitdi/se.
[nombre del espíritu] a

262 263 264 265
[M.]: aitükku, tinakikküa, tiaíli, inaülu. Ya

llaga
sigiali pela nükkule.

está poniendo con »profundo » 1 2 3

1 This illness demon is found in the river source.
2 Here Nordenskióld has noted in the fornierly printed versión: 

»When a person is bitten by a snake the snake transfers an evil spirit or 
even spirits to the person’s body.» ED.

3 Spondías tutea E.
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206
48) Nó kichi pal{i) kóte pali pili pókine Naibesaila/se.

capa segunda en culebra jefe a

267 268 269
[M.]: üesal, üdiüesal, kóeguk/tuba,

cuchara extranjera cuchara bejuco

270
kóeguk / tub/arrat. Tule náísabul nógarle mainaóe.

estar va

49) Nó

azul

kichi

persona pantorilla abierta? 

kóte pali

271
Nógi/saila/se. 
rana jefe a

pal(Í)

[M.j

pili ¡pakke/kine 
capa cuarta en

272 , 273
ínatikübla, ínatikübla/senikkuat.

pequeño

Yokol
rodilla

kine
en

nogi
rana

kóleyobi
parece

kullálye soge.
»gritaba»? dice

274
50) No kichi pal(i) kote pali pili/pakke/kine no/saila/se.

capa cuarta en rana jefe a

276275
[M.]: ínatikübla, ínatikubla/senikküat. No yóbi túüaüal 

pequeño rana como muslo
kollalye sóida.

»sonando » va decir

277
51) Nó kichi pal(i) kóte pali pili/pakke/kine argogojse.

[especie de] sapo a
278 279

[M.]: ínatikübla, inatikublasenikküat.
pequeño

ki(ne) kollalye kudagoe. 
en »sonando» va quedar

Amba yokol 
todavía rodilla

280
52) No kichi pal(i) kóte pali pili ¡pakke ¡kine sapu/saila/se.

sapo jefe a
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281 282 283 284
[M.l: ínabrasku, ínabrasku/tübalet, ülüln, ti ¡üiuinfpurrig üat.

bejuco agua » pequeño
Pío

chorro
sadumai magattakkeyobi. 
obrando orinando como

53) No kichi pal(i} kote

286
[M.]: kábegua!,

289
kábegua ¡purrig üat. 

pequeña
kékattakke?1 

sin despertar.

i pili/po/kme 
capa segunda en 

287
kábegua sapilet, 

árbol

Kabepierba 
dormir quiere

285
naibe / kabegua/se. 

culebra dormilón a 
288

kábegua/tñbalet, 
bejuco

tule kñdágóe 
persona va quedar

VIII. Decoration. Body and Face Painting.
With aftfiendix: Dark Indians and White Indians.

Pérez looks upon all design merely as decoration. The 
decorations on the molas thus have no magic significance. 
They do not frighten the evil spirits.

In order to make beautiful objects one should however go 
in for taking medicines. To make beautiful baskets one 
should bathe the eyes with a plant having leaves with 
beautiful designs which look like geometrical figures and 
animáis. In Narganá there is a man who has bathed his 
eyes with water in which he had placed the leaves of this 
plant and he draws like a real artist and makes all kinds of 
beautiful baskets. He can also cut unusually beautiful 
molas. It would be of great interest to know whether he 
copies the designs which nature has drawn on the leaves 
of the above-mentioned plant and later uses them on the 
baskets and cloth. 1 2

1 Kábegua is a plant which, when it is touched, seems to fall asleep.
2 kek = to be unable.
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Body and face painting is still general among the Cunas 
and the ideas which lie back of this custom must be investi- 
gated in each sepárate case. Here, if anywhere, it is important 
not to generalize.

I shall give some examples of such painting. Nikkirkua 
is a little squirrel which is grey in color and very difficult 
to shoot. If an Indian has killed such a squirrel he burns 
it to ashes and with these ashes he paints his whole body 
before he takes part in a battle,so that he will not be wounded. 
With such ashes it is also good to paint oneself on the chest 
when one plans to visit some person of authority, whether 
this is a Cuna Indian or a foreigner. This is in order that 
one shall have poise and be able to choose ones words well.

With the ashes of the humming bird mixed with mágeba 
the Cunas paint themselves in order to be active and swift- 
footed in war. In a similar way they paint themselves with 
the ashes of jaguar-heart in order to be brave. In order to 
be bold in battle they also burn a sparrow hawk to ashes 
and paint the whole body with this mixed with red dye, 
mágeba. All painting for war is and was, according to Pérez, 
medicine, and has no significance at all as decoration. War 
paint is medicine mixed with dye. Snake poison is one of 
the ingredients in the dye. This can be dangerous when 
there is a serious wound. During the rebellion of 1925 such 
war paint was still used.

When one goes to the forest to hunt one paints oneself 
with medicine mixed as usual with red dye, mágeba. This 
is not for frightening the evil spirits but instead, for attract- 
ing the animáis. In order to have a good scent for the animal 
one paints oneself with the organ of smell of the animal 
which one wishes to hunt, which organ has been burned to 
ashes. Bven ashes from the animal’s heart can be used. 
According to Pérez this is supposed to be an effective 
medicine. Other examples of painting for success in hunting 
and fishing are given in 1928 b.

Painting ones cheeks red with mágeba at the feasts has
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as its purpose the frightening of the evil spirits so that they 
will not come near. One paints a spot on each cheekbone.

A great deal of face painting is exclusively for decoration, 
such as painting with caoutchouc mixed with mágéba, and 
the nose painting among the Cunas in Caimanes. A swastika, 
&mc?e, is sometimes painted on the face of men as well as 
women. This ornamentation Pérez regards exclusive
ly as a decoration.

The women sometimes paint their cheeks and nose with 
paint mixed with certain medicines in order in this way 
to attract men to them. If one walks past such a woman 
and laughs twice at her, one is caught.

A means against nosebleed is to paint oneself on the nose.
Pérez has no explanation for much of the body and 

face painting. When a girl for example is going through 
the puberty ceremonies she is painted blueblack with sabdur 
»in order to cool off the body», ódamipoe. This one says 
only regarding sabdur, never about mágéba. What it actually 
means Pérez does not know.

Tikewise he has no explanation for the fact that the girl’s 
father comes with a bit of mágéba and paints the kantule’s 
face and then gives smaller bits of the same color material 
to the other men who paint themselves. In the same way 
the girl’s mother paints the kantule’s wife and gives small 
pieces of the color stuff to the other women.

The Cunas even paint the dead with mágéba, why, Pérez 
can not explain. They do not only paint the dead person 
but they also comb his hair and dress him in his best clothes.

Even painting of the hunting equipment occurs. Thus 
there are several medicines which are painted on the tips 
of the arrows to make the arrows go straight. The red color 
which is mixed with the medicine has only decorative signif- 
icance.

Mágeba which is the Cunas’ red dye, they get from the leaves 
of Bixa orellana L. The leaves are boiled, after which they 
are dried and pounded to a powder. This is then mixed
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with white ashes and of the mixture they make balls. Both 
men and women make such paint balls.

There are medicines for making oneself invisible. When 
the Cunas paint their feet with sabdur it is to make them
selves invisible to snakes.

Appendix: Dark Indians and White Indians.1
Pérez is of the opinión that the so-called »black Indians » 

are those which have the illness puru-puru described in the 
work byKoch-Grünberg. It exists in certain localities. 
Pérez relates that foreigners when they have seen such 
a dark Indian have asked if he belonged to a special race. 
There is a certain steep rock and if one yells under it one 
gets this illness, it is said.

»Among the many children who hang about us when we 
walk along the streets in Cueptí there is a quite white girl. 
She is an albino. She looks very strange with her white or 
yellowish-white hair, her red-edged blue-brown eyes which 
are squinting in the sunlight».

»She is one of the famous white Indians which have made 
the Cuna tribe known throughout the world. There are, 
as a matter of fact, more albinoes among them than among 
any other living Indian tribe in all America. The first 
Spanish conquerors in the sixteenth ceutury mention nothing 
about white Indians on the Isthmus of Panama and it is 
entirely out of the question that such a first-class author 
and expert on Darien as Oviedo would omit mentioning 
them if he had really seen them. They are first mentioned 
byP. Adrián de Santo Tomás about the end 
of the sixteen thirties. He says that in Darien there were 
Indians who were as white and blond as Flemish people

1 The statements about the dark Indians are from a note in longhand 
by Nordenskióld. What I give here about albinoes is taken from 
his work 1928 a, pp. 210—214, and the original quotations from 
the sources mentioned there I have added. UD.

27
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and that the Indians maintained that they were descended 
from the first chief who carne down from heaven. P. Ad
rián says fnrther that the children of these white Indians 
always have ordinary dark-colored skin.1 W a f e r, a doctor 
who went along with the pírate D a m p i e r, and who 
lived for several months among the Cunas, has a great deal 
to say about these Indians. He estimates that there was 
about one white Indian to every two or three hundred ordi
nary Indians. »1 2

»Several travellers speak of the white Indians. Padre 
Gassó says that it was customary for the children who 
were born white to be buried in their own homes, standing 
upright, as they were looked upon as children of a demon, 
»«/«». Some of them were saved from being killed by their 
mothers’ love.3

In a very strange document »Declaration of Indepen-

1 Salcedo, 1908, p. 130: »Ay en esta prouincia mucha gente blanca y 
rubia como flamencos, y atribúyese esto á ser descendientes del primero 
cazique que vajó del cielo, y destos nunca nacen otros semejantes, sino 
pardos.»

2 There follows here a further account by Nordenskióld based 
on W a f e r’ s well known study which does not need to be quoted here. 
Nordenskióld has followed the edition published in Cleveland in 
1903, »A New Voyage and Description of the Isthmus of America by Lionel 
Wafer», reprinted from the original edition of 1699, edited by George 
Parker Winship. The description of albinoes covers the pages 
133—136. ED.

3 Pérez has commented on this statement of Gassó’s as follows, »no 
es verdad». The text by Gassó runs as follows (Las Misiones Católicas, t. 
XX, p. 229, Barcelona 1912): «Quieren con exceso á los hijos pequeños, pero 
el que nace albino, el mismo día suele ser enterrado vivo en la propia casa 
y de pie, pues dicen que no es hijo suyo sino del nía, voz que indistinta
mente aplican al demonio y al hombre extranjero. — El albino que escapa 
de la muerte es porque el amor de madre lo substrajo de las miradas del 
padre, ya que por natural querencia ó necesidad le dió de mamar, quedán
dose ella en el bosque durante su enfermedad. En ese caso hasta no tener 
el niño algunos días no volvía la madre á poblado. Pasado el primer ím
petu paterno triunfaba la madre. Hoy se logran salvar algunos albinos 
aun nacidos en el pueblo.» ED.
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dence and Human Rights of the Tule People of San Blas 
and of the Darien», probably written by Mr. Marsh in 
collaboration with some Cuna Indians, and published at 
the time of the rebellion of 1925 there is related a story about 
a mythic Hero, A oda, who lived at the beginning of time 
and who was white. Purthermore it is said that after the 
great flood there carne down through the clouds upon the 
mountain Tacarcuna a white man and a white woman, a 
light brown man and a light brown woman, a brown man 
and a brown woman, and a dark brown man and a dark 
brown woman and that from these the Cuna Indians now 
living have descended. It is the same Mr. Marsh who is 
responsible for the more or less fantastic information about 
the white Indians of the Isthmus of Panama which some 
years ago appeared in the world press.1

In 1925, the same year as the Cuna Indians staged their 
last rebellion, the American biologist H a r r i s carried out 
a piece of scientific research among the white Indians, who 
naturally are albinoes.1 2 He worked out a great many family 
trees for Cuna families in which white children had been 
born and he discovered that albinism, or rather partial 
albinism, appears here according to the same laws of heredity 
as one finds elsewhere. What H a r r i s however did not 
explain was the fact that albinism is more usual among the 
Cunas than in any other Indian tribe. About 0.7 % of all 
Cunas are albinoes or practically albinoes. W a f e r calculated 
at the end of the seventeenth century that about 0.33 % 
to 0-5 % °f ^e Indians were white but in his time child 
murder was probably more customary than now.

1 This »Act of Independence» was published in »Star & Herald», Pa
nama, R. P., Friday, February 27, 1925. Papers by Richard O. 
Marsh about the white Indians are: Blond Indians of the Darien Jungle 
and The Mystery of the White Indians, both in »World’s Work», 1925, the 
first in Vol. 49, No. 2, pages 483—497, and the latter in No. 3, pages 633— 
645. FD.

2 H a r r i s, J926 a, b.
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It seems that nowadays according to the Cunas’ marriage 
laws an albino may never marry and it is said to be very 
seldom that an albino woman marries. Roberto related 
that he had an aunt who was white. She died unmarried 
around the age of thirty-five. I heard directly of only one 
case where a man of ordinary skin color had married a white 
Indian woman. He was a slightly abnormal older man, O 1 o- 
s á g u a. They had no children. If one may judge from the 
statements of the earlier travellers the law against marriage 
for albinoes was formerly not so strict as now.1

Albinoes are not found everywhere within the Cuna terri- 
tory.1 2 Thus there are no albinoes along Rio Caimanes, that 
is, among the Cunas who live east of the Gulf of Urabá. We 
never saw albinoes among the Chocó Indians. Ñor are they 
spoken of, so far as I know, by other travellers, and they are 
not mentioned in these Indians’ myths. S e 1 i m o3 never 
gave any account of albinoes. That they did not appear 
may as likely as not be because of child murder. It is 
naturally not out of the question that there are born many 
more albinoes among other Indian tribes than one knows 
about as it is highly possible that they, as to some extent 
among the Cunas, are killed because they are regarded as 
children of evil spirits.

The Cuna Indians cali an albino man »ibe» and an albino
1 The statements made here by Nordenskióld must, it would 

seem, be modified to fit the present conditions. According to information 
I myself got in 1935, albinoes may marry but they do not as a rule inter- 
marry, though during recent years it has happened more and more often 
that an albino himself chooses his wife, who may be a white Indian. 
In former times it was generally only a poor Indian who had to put 
up with an albino woman or vice versa. Rubén Pérez is himself 
interested in the albino question and he told me in 1935 that the nuinber 
of albinoes appeared to be on the increase. On a trip to Darien he ne
vertheless found only one oíd woman who was an albino. Albinoes are sup
posed to be more intelligent than the other Indians. Cf. Wassén, 1938, 
PP- 155—160. ED.

2 Compare with foregoing note. ED.
3 A medicine man whom Nordenskióld travelled with. ED.
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woman ñbepúndor».1 Ibe is also one of the words for suh 
in the Cuna language. The Cunas imagine a certain connec- 
tion between the sun, the moon, and the white Indians. I 
have already related what W a f e r has said about the chief 
Lacenta’s statement that an Indian woman would bear a 
white child if she has looked at the moon when she was 
pregnant1 2.

One need not be surprised that the white Indians have 
awakened great interest among those who have visited the 
Cunas. When I see among the Cunas in a few days more 
albinoes than I have seen before in my whole life I think that 
it is remarkable. They seem, with their blood-shot, blue- 
brown eyes, squinting in the sun, their strange white skin, 
which never sunburns, their milk-white or yellow-white 
hair, most strange in the midst of the normal Indians.»

IX. Picture=writings.
I have not much to add to what I have said in 1928 b 

and 1930 about the Cunas’ picture-writing. It is not be- 
cause there does not exist more material but because Pérez’ 
knowledge in this field does not inelude much more than he 
had already told me, when I published the above-mentioned 
writings. Ñor has Pérez had any reason to learn picture- 
writing, as he can write down the Cunas’ songs in ordinary 
script.

There is reproduced here a song about bísepígala which 
is sung when one tries, by means of bísep, to attract the 
animáis in the forest, and it is used with the incantation 
which must precede the song. In the incantation every 
word has a Symbol, while in the song there are symbols for

1 The ñame ibegua is also used. BD.
2 W a f e r, J905, p. 136: »For so Lacenta told me, and gave me this as 

his Conjecture how these carne to be White, That ’twas through the forcé 
of the Mother’s Imagination, looking on the Moon at the time of Concep
tion; but this I leave others to judge of. He told me withal, that they 
were but short-liv’d.» BD.
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only the most important words. In both cases the pie- 
ture writing serves as a support for the memory and is used 
mainly by those who want to learn the incantation and the 
song. Pérez has given an account of an Cuna Indian 
who sang a song for him, but in the middle of it his memory 
failed him. He then looked in a pamphlet containing 
picture-writing to find the part where his memory had 
gone back on him and thus he was able to continué the 
song.

On the San Blas coast almost all the picture-writing is 
done on paper but formerly they used thin pieces of wood. 
Such a piece of wood is illustrated in 1930, pls. VI and VII. 
Here the pictures are painted. In Arquia, which is a place 
where the Cuna Indians seem to preserve much of their oíd 
ideology, Pérez has seen some pieces of wood with picture- 
writings on them, in which the figures were carved in relief. 
If these are not saved in the immediate future it is likely 
that they too will disappear. The point is that the Indians 
take with them into the grave their pieces of wood and 
papers containing picture-writings.

There are people who use picture-writings for other pur- 
poses than the writing down of songs and incantations as a 
help to the memory. In Ailigandi there is, according to 
Pérez, a Cuna Indian who for many years has kept a 
diary in which he every day has noted down storms, angle 
of the sun, visits in the village by foreigners, etc. It is 
supposed to be a very well kept book. A more detailed 
diary, but one written in our script, has been kept by 
Guillermo Haya in Ustúpu. He notes down in 
this book among other things, when a child is born, when 
anyone dies, etc.

Iguanicdivippi of Ailigandi, who can not write 
in our alphabet, uses picture-writing in order to record the 
history of the Cuna tribe. He is supposed to write Bnglish 
in picture-script symbols. »I» is represented as a sand 
flea, »when I» as someone who is picking up something.
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One wonders whether this is a modernization of picture- 
writing or whether we have here an older, more aboriginal, 
form. If the latter is the case, it should be further evidence 
of the Mexican origin of the Cuna picture-writing.

X. Are núchus Representations of Saints?
I have taken up the question of núchus in a more detailed 

way in another connection (p. 344—350): It is certain that the 
idea of plant-spirits is truly Indian, a point made specially 
clear in Karsten’s excellent work (7926).

The plant-spirits, which are used as helping spirits, appear 
in certain kinds of wood such as ukurüala, pariüñla, etc. 
and of these ukurüala, in other wyords, »palo balsa» is the 
most important. ' They carve out of these kinds of wood 
human figures which do not have individual ñames but are 
designated according to the kind of wood of which they are 
carved. As I mention in another connection the medicine 
man, through incantations and songs, can get the helping 
spirits to take up their abode in these figures. The question 
is whether the Indians have not formerly availed them
selves of these helping spirits without having offered them 
the chance of living in the afore-mentioned wooden figures. 
In older works on the Cunas the figures are not mentioned. 
It is a matter of conjecture whether the Indians have not 
gotten the idea for these figures from the pictures of saints. 
It is typical of all the wooden figures that they do not repre- 
sent Indians but Europeans instead.1 There is one which 
seems to be directly copied from the picture of a female 
saint. Another represents a figure in a cloak(?) with a cross 
on his back, a third has a cross painted on his breast, a 
fourth is a good representation of an ángel (figs. 25—26).

When the Catholic missionaries told the Indians about 
the saints the Indians must have felt that there was a great 
likeness between these saints and their helping spirits. They 
could readily become identified with each other.

1 Cf. note on page 345 and fig. 20. ED.
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Fig. 25. Wooden figures representing the concept of nucflUS (see p. 344 
and 423). Coll. Nordenskióld. a) GM. 27.27.1273, Cueptí. 1/4. This fig* 
ure has a cross painted in red on its breast; b) GM. 27.27.1283, Kaynora. 

1/5; c) GM.27.27.1282, Kaynora. 1/5; <Z) GM.27.27.1283, Kaynora. 1/3.
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Fig. 26. Wooden figures representing the concept of nüchus (see p. 344 and 
423). Coll. Nordenskióld. a) GM.2y.2y.12y8, Kaynora. 1/4; b) GM.2y. 
2y.i2yg, Kaynora. 1/4; c) GM.2y.2y.1285, Ustúpu. 1/5; ¿) 27.27.1286, 
Ustúpu. j/4; é) GM.2y.2y.1288, Ustúpu. 1/3; /) GM.2y.2y.12y 4, Cueptí. 1/3.
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Why have they not carved all the wooden figures resem- 
bling the pictures of saints? This may connect with the fact 
that the most of them have heard about the saints but only 
a very few have seen representations of them. Instead of 
copying them they have made portraits of the Buropeans 
they have seen.

The Chocó Indians have something similar to núchus. 
They have quantities of wooden figures which they hang up 
around the miniature hut in- which a sick person lies while 
the incantation is going on. To these figures the helping 
spirits come while the medicine man is singing, etc. These 
figures are not carved like pictures of saints ñor like Buro- 
peans but on the other hand a number of them have the 
shape of a cross and are even called curuso (from cruz): This 
ñame, may however, not be the original one. It is possible 
that the figures were originally imitations of the crucifix. 
Certain wooden figures among the Chocos, however, repre- 
sent two-headed demons. Here we can see a mixture of 
oíd and new. Perhaps originally all the wooden figures 
were carved as demons and during the influence of the 
crucifixes which they had seen, the Indians had possibly made 
a number of them in the shape of the cross. A similar 
change in the idea may also have developed among the 
Cunas although we do not know anything about this. It is 
certain at any rate that the wooden figures which the Cunas 
carve and use as abiding places for their helping spirits, no 
longer look like either Indians or demons, but like white 
people.

XI. Conceptions Relating to Dreams.
As I have already mentioned in another connection, 

dreams play an extremely important part among the Cuna 
Indians in revealing the cause of illnesses, etc. It may 
happen, for example, that when a person has fallen ill he 
dreams of a certain spot that he has visited not long ago.


